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-PART I 
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INTRODUCTION 
" ••••• the natient says he cannot, hie friends eay he 
will not--, the truth ie he c~_nnot will''. (Reynell) (141) 
An'iof auch a disorder we speak today. A condition 
in which there is a state of psycholofical defe~t and 
regression, a slowing down of all activities, mental and 
physical, the p~tient being possessed with a sense of im-
potence and futility in human endeavor, ~king of him or 
her a helpless, morbid or agit~ted personality, undeeiroue 
of living, self persecutory, and desirous or death. 
That a neophyte in medicine should have hil!I atten-
tion attr~cted by such a condition is not unusual in view 
of the tendency present at thie period for 13n interest in 
novelty, morbidity, and rarity; that hie interest should 
be held, by such a condition, is unusual, in view of the 
heretofore considered poor res~onee to tre~tment, the phys-
ician as a rule obtaining as good a response with nrotective 
but laissez-faire policy, as with many aggressive modes of 
treatment. 
It was the writers good fortune to spend tbe past 
eummer as a junior interne in peycti~try at the Douglas 
County Hospital. Here an onportunity was afforded him to 
observe and take an active part in the treatment of such 
individuals. It was here that the ~romnt resnonae to a 
new for·m of therapy in such cond1 tiona was first observed, 
prompting a lasting interest, and resulting in a decision 
( 1) 
to write this thesis in order to better underst8nd the 
nature of this disorder. 
HISTORY 
When it is at first ob!erved th~t a history of mental 
depression or melancholis is in itself practic~lly a history 
of men ta 1 disease , there is establisheCJ!the fact that men-
t~l depression is not a recently discovered dieeaee. Th• 
first written mention of insanity th8t ie known ie found 
in the "Ebere Papyrus", written by the egrly Epypti~ns in 
1550 B.C. Their writings ind1c~te that they were acquainted 
with ment~l derression. However, the idea of considering 
it as a disease entity h~d not been conceived. 
The Hebrews also knew of 1ts manifeet~tione. In 
Biblical writings, Saul, King of Israel, 1097-1058 B.c. 
ie !~id to have become mad because of dieobeyance or di-
vine injunctions, wherefore, "the spirit of the Lord de-
parted from Saul end an evil spirit from the Lord troubled 
him". According to the scriptures he suffered recurrent 
11ttacks of melancholia, alternating with periods of excite-
ment, during which he exhibited homicidal tendencies, fin-
ally committing euicide by falling on his own sword. Such 
a description would of c~urse suggest to us what we would 
consider as 11 m~nic depressive nsychosis today. (Harrison) (76) 
It was not however, until the time of Hippocr~tes, 
(2) 
460-370 B.C., ( 83) that medicine was Dlaced on a scientific 
basis. It was he who first attributed the dieease to natural 
cauees requiring treatment like other disease, and he wrote, 
"if fear (phobos) or distress (dysthymi") last for e long 
time it is melanch8lia". He insisted uron a s~ecial tem-
perament and constitution which tended to melancholia. In 
keening with his theory of the four humors, and humeral 
patholngy, be thoufht that the bll!lck bile and phlegm altered 
the br!lin in its hottness ana humldity, thus d-,rkening the 
spirits and making melan~holy. He insisted uuon the imnor-
tance of the brain as the ce~ter of joy, lauphter, and jests, 
as well as sorrow, ~ain, grief end te~rs. "It is the same 
thing which makes us mad or delirious ths.t ins'!"'ires us with 
dread or fear. The corruption of tbe brain is caused not 
only by nhlegm but by bile. Those mad through phlegm are 
quiet and neither shout or make a disturbance, those m8ddened 
thrcugh bile are noiey, evil doers, restless, alwr.ays doing 
something inop~ortun&." In his classification of diseases 
of the mind, he included, mania., melancholi&, paranoia, snd 
phrenit1s. He considered enilepsy and mel~ncholia. as differ-
ent manifestetione of the same disease; e~ilepey being the 
r€sult if the body was affected by the disease, whereas 
melancholi~ w~s the reAult if the mind was affected. 
Arateue, ( 8) in 80 A.D. is first to suggest the fueinn 
of m~nia l!nd mel~ncholia, describing melanch'.Jlia as "a low-
(3) 
ness of spirits from a fixed and simnle phsnt~sy without 
fevt::r !lnd it appears to me that melancholia is the commence-
ment and a part of mania". He loc~lizee melancholia in the 
hypochondrium with mani!I, and considers it as the fundamental 
form from wtich oth6r nsychotic v~rieties develop. 
Galen living from 130-!00 A .n., snd G1'len1c peychistry 
as a whole repreeents 21 regression since m~ny clear notions 
were vitiated by hie relipious views. {Rarrieon)( 75) He 
however had cert~.in baeic beliefs of importa.nce, and in gen-
er81 agreed with the beliefs of Hippocrates. He is quoted 
as saying, "if we were well acquainted with the phyeiology 
of the brain we sho· 1 ld assuredly find in its pathological 
condition both the place and nature or the remedy. Melan-
cholia depends on superfluity of black bile in the substance 
or the brain; the melanch0ly humor is a condition of the 
blood, thickened and more like black bile which exhaling 
to the brain causes melancholy symt:)toms to affect the mind". 
{Galen) ( 67) Under h1s classification of melancholia, how-
ever he describes whst would undoubtedly be considered as 
a schizophrenic ~icture today. 
In 476 A.D. with the overthrow of the Rom~n Empire 
by the Germane, ana the rapid infiltr3tion of Christianity 
there was put to an end the ranid rrogress of medical know-
ledge and practice, and during the d.!!rk .~ges from 476-1000 
A.D. there is a long blank in occidental ueychi~try. 
(4) 
Throughout Ghristendom belief in demoniacal nossession, in-
cubi and succub1, w1tchcrt:Aft, lycanthropy snd such usurp the 
place of medicine in thie field. However with the destruc-
tion of the German empire by the Arabians there comes a 
slight return of mental activity in the field of medicine 
and psychiatry. (Harrison) ( 75) 
During the age of feudaliem from 1000-1300 A.D. any 
real discoveries were held down by fear of nersecution by 
the church and government. This period is sometimes spoken 
of as the Age of Scholasticism, due to the fsct that no 
proof was needed for anything, anything that was said, be-
1ng accepted sa a r~ct. During the rena1eeance, 1300-1500, 
the Humanists began their search for s 11 the old manuscri 'l'Jt s, 
their stimulus being the invention of the ~r1nt1ng press, 
and with the turning of the century, came the period spoken 
of as the Reforffiation. During this century there was a 
gradual revival of the em~ir1cal te~chings with reversion 
to the teachings of Gi:i len and Hin!)ocrates, accomp.!.nied by 
attempts at classification, an'.J recognition of the natural 
c9uses, asaoci~ted with the names of Paracelsus, Weyer, 
and 'Fl~ter. (Lewis) ( 110) (Harrison) ( 76) 
W1th regards to melancholia, 11tt]e was said th~t 
was new during the first half of the century, the majority 
of 
of writers merely repeatir.g the views/Galen. Valleeius (182) 
in hie "Tractus Medicinalis and his Methodus Medend1", com-
(5) 
pares and judges previoue Views about melancholi~ and gives 
his own opinion th~t "the disease does not occur unless there 
be a melancholic tumor generated either in the brain itself 
(if it is ,rimsrily affected) or elsewhere (if it is af-
fected consensu8lly)--the disturbance causes black juices; 
these obscure the snirits, and hence come fe~r snd e~dnees". 
Others of the same tiCTe merely rereated hie ideas. 
Rondelet of Montpeilier (lel) said that melancholia 
arose from a mere defect of the brain, or consenually from 
suffering of the whole body, or finally from the stomach, 
ae "oelan·hol1a hypochondriaca". Mercurialis (121) empha-
sized the occurence of disorders of digestion in all cases 
of me lanch- lia, and said that there was alio affection of 
the heart.in them, accounting for their special fears. 
Felix Plater, (144) a professor at Baale, ushers 1n 
the era of individualism attempting to build up an empirical 
psychiatry by classifying diseases accordin~ to their nature 
and setting up empirically recognized varieties. or his 
four divisions, the third,mentie alienation, includes 
melancholy and hyn.ochondriaeis. l'roener Alpinua, ( 3 ) 
also ~1ves a good descr1pt1on of melancholia. 
Riverius of ~[ontpel1er, (149) advoc$Jted a proximate 
cause of melancholia, believing that there were poisons 
generated in the body, which can be taken up and developed 
best in an atrab1liar constitution. Walschmidt, { 185) of 
( 6) 
the chemical school thought tr_!)t melancholia arose from ab-
norm~l ferment~ tion in the organism. Tozzi, ( 18)) of this 
same Deriod reverted back to the beliefs of Hinpocrates, 
whereas Johnston ( 91) followed the views of Aretseue. 
Thomae Willie, (19~ often spoken of as the father 
of modern cerebral nhysiology regarded animal spirits 
aa the rrinciples of sensation and movement. He believed 
they were separated out by the brain from its blood; and 
he sought to find channels through which these animal spir-
its flowed during mental activity and to the defect or 
spoiling of them he attributed such disorders as melancholia. 
Sydenham appegrs to hsve adopted these views. 
During this century there appeared another reference 
to melancholia entitled "Anatomy of ~~elanchcly" written by 
Robert Burton and rublished under tte rseudonym Democritus 
Junicr in 1621. Democritus Junior, was a ch~racter described 
by H1pnocrates as a melancholy hermit, who was well versed, 
and who 1e supposed to have sought after the C3.use of melan-
choly by cuttir.g UD beasts. 
Burton, althouph not a "'.'hys1c11'n held his degree of 
B.of D. fro~ Christs' College, Oxford, and foll~winP grGd-
uati~n w~s appointed Vicar of St. Thomas. In writing this 
book his intention was to show how closely relqted were 
the nrofessions of divinity and '!)hyeic. "T,.'felancholy Tieir;.g 
an infirQity of the soul and body, divinity and medicine 
(7) 
muet unite in effecting a cure." (Burton) (28 ) (Miller) (125) 
It is said by the author that he "made 3n antidote out of 
that which was the sole cause of my disease". He eaye, "511 
the world 1s melancholy, or mad, and every member of it. I 
can but wish myself and all of us a pood physician and a 
better mind". In sreak1ng of melancholy he says, "It is 
a disease so grievous, eo common, I know not where-in to 
do a more general service, and spend my time better than 
prescribe means how to ~revent and cure so universal a mal-
ady, an eridemical disease, that so often, eo much, cruci-
fies the body and the mind." {Burton) (28 ) 
Burton re~d extensively and quoted freely from all 
his reading, includ~ng the Bible. In defining melancholy, 
he describes it as "a kind of dotage, without fever, 
having for its ordinary companions fear and aadnePs wi +.h 
out •ny a--rparent occasion". Reg"lrding etiology he coneid-
ered a melancholic ~redienoeiticn as an e~eential factor. 
St9tes that it hqs "oriFin in black bile". The brain ie 
the seat of reason and the heart the s•at of affection, and 
these two parts are the principle parts affected. Imagi-
na' ion first ie at fault and later the reason. Common 
sense, phantasy and memory werf/conaidered by him to be the 
inner senses. In melancholy he considered phantasy to be 
highly developed and easily dieturbed by things ~resented 
to it by com:;:on sense and memory. (Burton) {28 ) 
(8) 
Re wrote thst men were more often aff ccted, but women 
more seriously. "Mltumn is t re :nos t mel~nc h~ ly sea son, and 
the finer wits and most generous epirits are before otters 
are 
obn~xious to it". "Fools and stoice/never troubled by it, 
since they are free of ambitions, envy, shame, and fears, 
not troubled in conscience, nor macer3t~d with cares to 
which our whole life ie most subject." ( 28) 
He class1f1es 1t as to the nortion or the condition 
of the body it is 1n or affects. The types being, (1) that 
~roceeding from the brain (2) that for which the whole body 
is responsible, and (3) that in which the cause l~es in the 
bewels, liver or spleen. He states however,thn.t,"the 
types rre gcnernlly mixed in actual practice". 
As to the actual causes for melancholy he divides 
them into two types, tre first bein~ general cauaee, under 
wl"'ich he describes 1mnernat11r13l causes suet se God, His angels, 
or from the devil sna hie ministers. ~he second tyne te 
considered ae e-pecial caueee, 1mder which he diecusees the 
hereditRry nature, stating, "a child is as well inheritor of 
his infirmities as of his land•", and sreaks of the importance 
of gelding all so affected CTen, snd keeping all women so 
affected away from all men. As to the next special caue~~e 
lists food, and reccomends moderation and regulerity in diet; 
married life, speaking particularly of tte dissension of a 
mother 1n lawi unkind remarks, "netting nierceth deeper th~n 
(9) 
contempt or diegrPce, esrec1a1ly if they be of generous 
spirit"; sicknes, "as wine S8VCurs of the CRSk in which it 
is kept, the soul receives tinctures fro~ the body in which 
it is kept"; jealousy, "three things cause je~louat, a mighty 
state, rich treasur~, and a fair wife"; idleness; feare; 
solitude; and poverty. 
As the main sym~to~s he speaks of a vivid imagina-
tion, and a.s for tbe otters he says that they are "as varied 
as the confusi::in of tong'~es at tr e Tower of B~bel". ( 2 8) 
In his second bonk he deals mainly with the melancholy 
of love and religion, presenting many intEreeting but ~r•­
judiced ide~ s. (Miller) (125 ) 
With the beginning of the ei?hteenth century, snoken 
of as the Age of Systems by HRrrison, ( 75) in which classi-
fication runs rsmpant, t~ere ie introduced by St8hl in 1708, 
(157) a new concept of mental disease built around the be-
liefs of Paracelsus and Van Helmont, who he.d said and thought 
that mental disorders snrung from anger, frif:bt and other 
effects of the mystical Archae:us, the life prlnciple, "an-
1ma seneitiva", tte seat of wtich is in ~he stomach, and 
which builds up the organism and domin3tes all vital phenom-
ena. (137) (183) Stahl, also a vita.list, sugeests tha.t men-
tal disorders are an abnormal relationship of the soul inhi-
bited in its regular workings by a strange motive which a-
rises either from the senses or from "':ther bodily functions 
(10) 
or from the mood. He ryointe out the influence of neychic 
life on organic nhenomena--these ~recesses beine united 
into one whole in the living organism by the "motus tonico 
vitslie". All single functions and org•ns expressing them-
selves in one animal economy as instinct in the healthy 
stat&, whereas in the 30rbid condition as "vix medicatrix 
naturae". 
European writings on psychiAtry during this ce~tury 
concerning mel.sncholia, dealt mainly with new classifica-
tion, search after bodily changes, esreci~lly in the brain, 
and crude attempts to ar~ly ~sychological prinoiples in 
treatment. (Lewis) ( 110) 
Vogel (184) divides the morbi mentis into six; 
mania, melancholia, fatu1tas, stunidit8e, amentia, and ob-
11 vio. Bo1ss1er de Sl!uvage e ( 154) divides ins!'lni ty in to 
three orders, the first being m-rbi deliri, under which 
he includes m~nia and melancholia, he feelinf the: cause 
to be a material one located in the brain, the sense organs 
or the arrangement of the nerve fibers. Melancholia was 
to him "a chronic afebrile, brooding delirium fixed on 
a small number of objects". Michael de Valenzi (181) fo1-
lowed the classification of Linnaeus who dealt with the 
ideal, imaginary and pathetic forms of insanity, melanchclia 
being cne of the latter, herein classifying them all as 
{11) 
veeaniae. 1-:etzger in 1793 ( 122) serarates fe ~blemindednese 
from insanity, feeling that true insanity is either febrile 
or chronic; if chronic it is often ushered in by melancholia, 
a st3te of the mind in which it is occupied with sad pic-
tures and thoughts. Sooner or later melancholia passes over 
into chronic insanity. Sprengel (166) divides disorders 
of mood into melancholia, mania and fatuity. The essence 
of melancholy lies in an obstinate fixation cf attention on 
one object and in mistaken judgment about it; from this one 
sided activity result the feelings of inactivity and the s~d 
mood; as a proximate cause he assumes such an irregularity 
in the use of the brains energy, that it becomes active only 
with one definite idea, all others having a wea~ened effect. 
Dreyssig's classification, ( 50) shows well the changes 
of meaninv ttat t~e term "melancb~lia" was undergoing. He 
collects all mental disordere into three forms; mania, melan-
cholia, imbecility; melanchc:lia is a parti.sl ineani ty, or par-
tial failure of judgment and reasoning capacity, limited to 
one or a few su8jects; it may be true or false; true melan-
cholia being bound up with a lasting sad mood, false melan-
cholia with indifferunce or cheerfulness; raping melancholy 
as the highest form arproaches mania. The ~roximate causes 
he thought to be disturbed balance between the nower of 
judgment and the ?Ower of imagination. This relation be-
tween mania and melanoholi~ was also snoken of by Permann 
Boerhaave ( 18 ) who notes, "if melancholia go so f~r that 
(12) 
the agitation of the cerebral fluid causes the r,atients to 
go raving mad, it is called mania". He syncretized the 
prevailing nosol~gical concention of melancholia in his 
definition of it as "that disease in which the patient is 
long and obstinately delirious (d.eluded), nearly always 
dwelling on one and tLe ssme thought, but w1thc 1xt having 
fever" )4Grgagni, ( 127) in his "De st:dibue et caueis Mor-
borum", denies any com~lete distinction between the two, 
mania and melanch8lia being so closely related th· t they 
could not be separated. Schim, ~58) a Dutchman, described 
periodic insanity occurring as outbursts, and "Philippe 
i'inel ( 143) in 1798 described ".'."ericdic inaani ty in more de-
tail, concludinp th9t ~eriodicity had no c0nnection with 
the nsture of t~e causes, the original site of the malady 
being in the regi~n of the stomach, whence the att9cks rad-
iated. 
During this eighteenth century, a number of English 
writers are of im9ortAnce, and it is interesting to note 
that the "Spleen" for long agreed to be a disorder ~eculiarly 
incident on the English had been explored by a number of 
non-medical writers such as Burton,mentioned ~reviously, 
and Boswell. Cheyne ( 34 ) in 1733 wrote a book in which 
he celled attention to the great frequency of suicide among 
the English, and -Pinel ( 143) pointed cut to tte Sngli sh 
writers who tsa fallen into the hAbit of cons~derin~ this a 
(13) 
import;1nce of inheri t!:'l.nce. Andrew Harner ( 75 ) in his 
"Tre9tise" in 1789 considered there were two sorts of 
mentnl disorder besides insanity--mel~ncholia and hypochon-
dria and he had exce~tionally notable ideas as to treatment. 
Pargeter (138) describes cerebral chan~es in melancholia, 
but refrains from drawing any conclusior;, remarking that it 
is uncertain whether these 'lre the carn11e or effect of the 
disease. It is interesting to note th~t he denied any in-
fluence of the moon in lunacy. 
John Haslam, ( 78 ) one time A"'othec1ry to Pethlem 
Hosrital, in 1789 discussed the ~elati~nship of mania and 
melancholia. He did not cons id er them 1. s o~;osi te d j seas es. 
He says, "In both, the associati~n of ideas is equally in-
correct, and they appear to differ only from the different 
p:<Jssions which accompany them". He obJects to Ferriar's 
insistence on "Intensity of Idea", in melancholia, and writes 
of alternation of excitement and d~pression, "when tte 
furious state is succeeded by melancholy, and after this 
sball ho.ve continued a short time, the viclent 1'.)'3.roxysm 
rsturns, the hoDe of recovery is very ali~ht. Indeed when 
ever these st9tes of the diserse frequently change, such al-
tern9tion may be considered as unfavorable". (Refer nee to 
catatonic schizonhreni~?) 
Alexander Crichton's 0 Incrniry, e•c.", 17°8 (41' 
descr~bes a psycho-pathologic~l svstem. ~he passions ~ccord-
( 15) 
ible with one's duties in society, and he speak! of melancholy 
as a habitual temperament. P.is works reflected those of Cull8n 
and arL said to have opened the rortal to a modern science 
of psychiatry. (Harrison) (76) 
In Germany, 1.'hili:-'P Fischer, (64 ) asserted that to un-
derstand the causes properly one must get chronological data 
to permit of studying the whole rsychological state of the 
patient. M• A. Weickard, (187) mRkes a division of mental 
diseases, simple depression and mania being considered as 
merely disorde~s of mood, while depressi~n and excitement 
with delusions, he places under another classification. 
"With confusion, delusions through preoccupation, sadness, 
or other passion, it is melancholia; if he is raging, it is 
m~nia." J. G. Langermann, (106) a follower of Stahl, advis-
ed that in diagnosis one should take cBrefully into consider-
ation the somatic constitution and individual psychic charac-
ter, with specigl emphasis on the tendency to phantaay. 
With the beginning oft he first half of the nineteenth 
century, there is a great preoccu,ation with methods of 
classifying the forms of insanity, and interest in their 
course and. relatione, descriptions becoming relatively more 
confu~ing end detailed. (Lewis) (110) 
E1quirol, 1838, ( 55) following ~1nel, assumed four 
varieties of mental disorder; mania, monomania or fixed de-
lusion, dementia and idiocy. For the depressive states, once 
( 17) 
- •• , .&.!Jo accuracy 
and com,,leten Joe h L- ess. 
ep Guislain ( ?2) 
assumed truat every 
- --•• VJ. 
mentel dis-
(18) 
ing to him work on the nerves by meane of the blood vessels, 
and melancholia is the outcome of inhi~ition of vascular ac-
tivity in the nervous system. Simi (213) considered melan-
chalia to be a condition where imaginations of unpleasant 
experiences were mixed with correc~ recollections, the suff-
Grer arriving from such faulty nremisee at formally correct 
conclusions, such beliefs bein~ very similar to those of 
John Locke. 
Concerning these views of the English -physicians, 
~hil1rne P1nel (143) wrote with severity, "Severe and 
impartial examination discloses in them only a vague style 
of disquisition, repeated comp'lati~n, scholastic forms and 
some ec3ttered facts which occasionally serve to hold the 
thing together, b1J.t do nnt make up s regular body of doctrine 
founded on many observations". 
From the Italian l:hool comes Vincenzo Chiarugi, (35 ) 
who supposes in melancholia ztf,reoccupation with one idea, 
presented by phantasy, the whole st.l'!te being a product of sad 
pass1onl!. 
In Fr~mce one name a~ands Oc.tt alone, in the field of 
psychi~try, that name being ~hilip~e Pinel. (143) He speaks 
of his "melancholic delirium", in which the a 6 tenti0n was dir-
ected exclusively upon one o~ject or p~rticul~r series of 
objects, with dejec+i~n, ~loom and more or less tendency to 
despair, ea~ecially when it goes so f~r as to becom incompat-
(16) 
1ble with one's duties in society, and he speak! of melancholy 
as a habitual temperament. P.is works reflected those of Cull~n 
and ar~ said to have opened the rortnl to a modern science 
of psychiatry. (Harrison) (75) 
In Germany, 1'hil1~n Flecher, (64 ) asserted that to un-
derstand the causes pro~erly one must get chronolo~ical data 
to permit of studying the whole rsychological state of the 
patient. M• A. Weickard, (187) mRkes a division of mental 
diseases, simple de~ression and mania being considered as 
merely diso:·de~·s of mood, while depressi1Jn and excitement 
with delusions, he places under another classification. 
"With confusion, delusi0ne through preoccupation, sadness, 
or other passion, it is melancholia; if he is raging, it is 
m<inia." J. G. Langermann, ( 105) a follower of Stahl, advis-
ed that in diagnosis one should take CBrefully into consider-
ation the somatic constitution and individual psychic ch!lrac-
ter, with special emrhasis on the tendency to phantaay. 
With the beginning oft he first half of the nineteenth 
century, there is a great preoccu,ation with methods of 
classifying the forms of insanity, and interest in their 
course and relations, descriptions becoming relatively more 
confueing end detailed. (Lewis) (110) 
E1quirol, 1838, ( 55) fo llowlnp: 'Pine 1, assumed four 
varieties of mental disorder; mania, nonomania or fixed de-
lusion, dementia and idiocy. For the depressive states, once 
( 17) 
called melancholic, he introduced the word "lyrernania" and 
instead of melancholia as used at that time substituted 
monomania. The meaning of the word melancholia had been 
much perverted andextended at that ti~e. Prichard (145) 
in defending its use pointed out thgt from the Greek it 
me~nt simply to be mad, to be out of one's mind, without 
any lowness of spirits; but there was the srecial medical 
significance first given to it by Hipnocrates, and generally 
preserved, even to r0~ul~r uaage. Alth~ugh he did not get 
rid of the word, through his criticism 1t was returned to 
1 ts proper use. Concerning lyT"'emania, he wrote, "we believe 
th~t this is a good definition; melancholia with delirium, 
or lypemania is a chronic afebrile cerebral malady, with 
partial delirium, kept up by a sad debilitating or oppressed 
emotion." He se~arates it from "the habitual s+ate of sa d-
ness in some individual", and from monomania, which was 
chara;terized by exclusive ideae with an expansive or cheer-
ful emotion. He also ee~arated ly~emania from dementia, and 
with some emphasis, from hy~ochondria. Regarding relation 
to mania, he said "ly~emania somet1x•e pas9es into mania; 
it is doubtless this change thqt has caused melsnchol1a and 
mania to be confused". His influence upon !':nglish ):'sych1a-
triste was considerable due to his lively d•ecription of 
the condition, 1te accuracy 3nd completeness. 
Joseph Guislain ( 72) assumed that every mental dis-
( 18) 
order wae preceded by a more or lees rronounced s+ate of de-
prers ion. 
English psychiatrists of this period devoted much atten-
tion to discussions of classification and pathological chan~es 
to be found in the brain. Burrows ( 27) concluded that "mania 
an:'l melancholia l:.ave one c omrion 'l"'hys tcal orip-in, and are one 
and the s a.me disease. All cl~.ssification of mental d1eorders 
consequently sprears to be worse than useless". He discusses 
grief as a "frequent m".'ral cause of melanchrlia--often owiag 
to a heredit8ry predisposition, or the person is of the mel-
ancholic temperament". He follows Esquirel in main, but dis-
agrees w 1th substitution of r:ionomania for melanch:ilia. 
Prichard (145) is famous for hie "moral in1anity"--
a term including as he used it all affective disorders with-
out delusions, and used to describe the simple denress1ons. 
M. Allen ( 2 ) regards mania and melancholia as "effects of 
the same power being overactive in different directions", 
likely to be followed by "a third sta~e, of exhaustation". 
Neville, (133) regar(:S melancholy a.s a nart~ al affective in-
sanity. Conelly of Hanwell, ( 39) chamnion of "no restraint", 
describes mania and melRn~holia ~a "the two urincipal forms 
of mental malady" in 1849, ~nd casually differentiates apathy 
from melancholia in his writin~s. 
In Germany, psychiatriets were especially concerned 
with general que1tions concerning the nature snd cause of 
( 19) 
insanity, with system~tlc division, predominantly with the 
question of psychic versus somatic, which was tte great ques-
tion for tbe flrs':: four decades of the century. Burrow's 
dictum(27 ) re~arding this, was, "the best rule, however, 
for everybody to observe when a.ttemptin<7 a judgment on any 
partjcular ('ase of insanity., is to take care and rreserve his 
own faculties clear, and as free from the mystlcism of spc,c-
ulat.ive ~hilosonhy as from tbe tr~mmels of nosology". 
Flemming ( 65) divided the vesaniae into dysthymia 
(affective disorders), anoesia (where there are delusions 
with dysthymic phenomena that are of secondary significance), 
and mania. Zeller (198) put forward a division into two 
great groups; one, characterized by the morbid origin, dom-
ir:a nce and persistence of affective states with consequent 
mod1f1cst1on of the whcle psychic life; and the other, char-
acterized by disorder:_s of ideation and will, deriving not 
from dominance of an affective state, but representing an in-
dependent false t.h1nkinp and willi rig wi tho11t deeper exci t ~. tion 
or mood, mostly with the ch!lracter of rieychic weakness. If 
the first group be coneiaered. affective disordere and the 
second schizo~hrenia, (ins~fficiency of nsychic activity) 
the diffe[rentiation seems modern. However, Zeller held 
that the states of the first group precede the states of the 
second stage, thus he came to reg:~rd insanity as showing in 
its different forms different stages of one disease process 
which may be modified, interrupted, changed by all sorts of 
(20) 
intercurrent pa~hologic~l ha~penings, but which, on the 
whole, keeps to a steady successive course which can go to 
complete disintegration of nsychic life. (The Rinheitspsychose) 
Griesinger, ( 69) one of the moat im'."'ort9nt names in 
the nineteenth century, as far as melanchslia poes, acce~ted 
Zellers view of "two grRnd groups or fundamental states of 
anomalies, w~ich represent the two most essential varieties 
of insanity". The first group represented the recoverable 
conditions, and included the de~ressions, sania, and delusion-
s 1 ineani ty. Hypochondria, sim~le melancholia, melancholia 
with stupor, welancholia with destructive tendencies, (sui-
cidal or homicidal) and melancholia with persiste~t excite-
ment cf the will (folie raisonnante, ~oral insanity, peycho-
patbic character) were all included under the divieion, de-
pression. He observed, "observation shows thst in the greet 
majority of ca11ee those conditions which fcrm the first lead-
ing group (emotions and emotinnal etFtes) nrecede those of 
the second group; thAt the l~tter ~enerqlly a~pear only as 
consequences and terminations of the first, when the cere-
bral affection has not been cured." He agreed with Guislain 
thnt most mental diseases commence with depression. ( 72) 
In 1853 in England, Skae ( 161) of ~1ornings1de had 
propounded a scheme of classification with etiological basis, 
containing twenty five se~arate diseases, which was met with 
varyiLE degrees of criticism and acclaim and which marked the 
height of classifying activity in England. In 1868 from the 
(21) 
influence of Griesinger in Germany, one finds Henry Maudsley 
putting forw9rd a e1mpler view. (119) Fellowing 1n the steps 
of Prichard and influenced by ~aquirol, in 1868, Maudsley 
gives a symptomatological grouping into affective and idea-
tional insanity. The affective disorder is the fundamental 
fact, appearing first, co-existing with intellectual disor-
der, and persisting for time after disappearame of the latter. 
He later saya that "there are different forms of insanity, 
that they are not actual pathological entitiea, but differ-
&nt d6gre€s or kinds of degeneration of the mental organiza-
tion, in other words, ot deviation from healthy life." In 
•peaking of claasificgtion, he adds, "when we have to thi nk 
how a rarticular case has been caused, what course 1t will 
run, how it will end, and what sort of treatment should be 
used, we do not so much consider whether the symptoms are 
mania or melancholia as we do what constitutional d1athesie 
underlies, or what bodily disturbance accomnanies the de-
rangemed • It is certain that we get more help genernlly 
from the exact observation and S!''Preciation of such bodily 
states than wti do from the mental symptoms alone; for example 
whether a mental disorder ie maniacal or melancholic is not 
or much moment, but the recognition of a gouty di!position, 
of a ayphilitic infection, of a commencing ~aralyais, of a 
puerperal cause, and the like, will help us much". In hi• 
last edition, 1895, classification is scarcely mentioned, the 
(22) 
emuhasis now bein~ on the individual, his inheritRnce and 
his make up, nrobably brought about by the influence of 
French teachings of the time. "'T'he '!'Jhyaician will reflect 
if he is wise, ttat t~ere is no such disease as insanity, 
thnt there a.re res.lly so many inssne individuals to be 
treited in the concrete". Regarding involutional melancholia 
he says, "here as always, the right question is not whether 
the disease is one likely to end in recovery, but whether 
the particular sufferer from it, bein~ whet she is, is 
likely to recover". 
Savage, (15B) another English nhysician offers a not-
ably simple claPeification, which is clear in his ~ictures 
of tyres of disorders; he descril)es simple mel!'l.nch0lia, ac-
tive and passive mel~ncholia, and melancholia with stupor; 
he notices the rela+ions~ips of melancholy with neriods of 
life and w1th bodily disorders, such 38 gout, c 0 rdiac and 
renal disease. He speculates ve~y lit~le, ~nd in one place 
remarks th~t "wise men investigate while fools exrlsin". 
Bevan Lewis, (113) devotes most of hie time to anatomy and 
stru~tural p~ .... hology, but insists on the indivisibility of 
the mind. 
In France, in 1851, Jean Pierre Falret, (57 ) drew 
attention to the differences between ordin~ry melancholia and 
the ~eriodic variety. Then in 1854, Baillarger (11) 
described to the Academy of Uedicine his "folie a double 
(23) 
forme"; there was a brief controversy as to nriority, and 
Falret at the following session read his raper "De la ~olie 
Circulaire". In it he ~ointed out tte frequency and intensity 
of remissions and ~groxysms in the course of mentcl disorder, 
and says t~t many grave errors have been the consequence of 
not considereinf this; "It is also one of the causes for the 
persistence in regerd to partial insanities of the scienti-
fically erroneous doctrine of the single delusion, of mono-
mania. Intermittent disorders have most commonly a sudden 
onset, a more uniformly continuoueless p··roxysmal course dur-
ing the attack. Moreover it resembles in all - oint s !'.'recedent 
attacks," and as ar:ainst the opinion of earlier and contemp-
orary authors he felt it was n0t malignant nor periodic in 
the attacks, but rather t··1termittent and incnrable in its 
essence. He eta +es, "the inter:;i ttency may be nroloqred, or 
brief (eight days to a month'"· Folie circulair is character-
1zed''hy the regular sequence of maniacal state, melancholid 
s•ate, and lucid interval of varying duration". He consid-
ers it "a genuine for~ of mental illnesa, because it consists 
in a group of constant ::-hysicci.l, intellec•ual and affective 
or total behaviour symrtoms". He describes its clinical 
features, "There is no limited iLrairment of intelligence or 
predominance of certain well defined delusions as in ordi-
nary melancholia, but a ~hysical and mental depression, even 
to the ~oint sometimes of com~lete suspension of the intellect-
ual Bnd affective faculties". He says it is strongly hered-
(24) 
1tary and commoner among women than men, and adds finally 
that a classification based on a collection of characteris-
tics related togeth~r and following a definite course, is in 
hie judgment not likely to lead to sound prognosis and ration-
al treatment. He expounds hie reasons for objections to the 
older cls.ss1fication with great clarity. His influence on 
Kraepelin in regard to the manic depressive psychosis may 
be safely assumed. Magnan, (116) describes a special group 
in his classification as "folies intermittentes", and in 
his general d~scription follows that of Falret and Baillarger 
adding that the form of the attack may be variable. 
The distinction between the ~sychoses and neuroses, 
(excerting hysteriB) was in some me8Sure a nroduct of the 
nineteenth century; at first, groured under the m'"'ral or af-
fective insanities, as by 'P!'ichard an'.'.! ~~audsley, more care-
fully se:-'arated by French psychiatriets, beginning with 
Morel, and regarded as evidences of hereditary alienation 
or "degeneration", tbe disorders in which com~ulsion or anx-
iety is the chief clinical feature were gradually delimited, 
but it W9S not until the ~resent century that the "neuroses" 
attained a nosolcgical independence that is now insisted 
upon. In the main tide cf psychiatry the occurrence of 
fear, doubt, obtrusive thougr:ts and more precieely defined 
neurotic symptoms in the course of melanch011a has long been 
clearly recognized. (Lewis) (110) 
(25) 
With Kahlbaum ( 93 ) , 1876, one stands on the threshold 
of the modern period in ,..,eychiatry. His contributions to-
wards the delimiting of dementia praecox have been often 
stressed. His importance as regards melancholia, is mainly 
that of delL1i ting it as a '.'!esig:nat ion for initial or trans-
itory melancholy, sugcestinf for stable or def inltive melan-
choly (melancholia in the oodern sense) the term "iysthymia", 
a term already borrowed from Hirrocrates by Flem~ing and 
Griesinger. This he regards as a variety of ment1l diaease, 
while the other he considers as only a morbid state. 
Hecker, ( 81) his '"'UDil em,..,ha sizes the frequency w1 th which 
anxiety states, often referred to the ~recordium may occur 
in "genuine melancholia". 
With Fraeuelin, (101 ) 1896, the class if" cat ory or 
st~tistical anrroach to ~sychintry is first exhaust1vei_y 
developed, and the door of the modern ~eriod opens wide. 
Prominent in his work may be recognized ~he nosolopical 
principles of Yahlbaum, the insistence on identity of causal 
factors, co rse nnd outcome as the criteria r:f a mental dis-
e se. The idea of ultimate destructicn of the nsyche in 
mental dise2se (~inheitspsycbase) is forsaken, manic denres-
sive insanity and dewtntia ~raecox take tbe field, and in 
suc?.essive editions of his textbook, Yrae~elin defines more 
and more cle~rly the feRture? of the disease. In his 1896 
edition which he descri~es as betokening "the last decisive 
(26) 
step from the sym-tomatic to the clinical sn~roach to insan-
ity", he divides all insanity into acquired disorders and 
those Rrising from morbid predispositton. Among the former 
"melAncholia" figures as an insanity of the involutional 
period; among the latter, neriodic insanity is given as one 
of the cons ti tut iona 1 mentlill disorders; arl'.3 cons tit ut ional 
mood disorder is regarded as one of the psychopathic condi-
tions (insanity of degeneration). Under ";Jeriodic insanityrr 
he describes manic, circulsr, and de•..,reseive forms. 
In the followinp ye~rs controversy ce~tered mainly 
about the indenen~ence of "melancholia" of the neriod of 
involution, which Yraerelin hR~ given as a se~ara~e disease. 
Thalblttaer, (172) 1~02, beg9n ~n Bttack on the Yraerelinian 
view, cl~ssifying t~1s variety of agitated de~ress1on with-
in the manic denressive i;:sychosis, of which he thought it 
was in cljnical form, if not in course, a mixed state. It 
W9S only after Dreyfus's monograph in 1907 ( 49) however, 
that Kraepelin ceased to denominate as "~elanch0lia" the 
derressive anxiety of the presenium, and acce~ted it as one 
of his "raschzustande". In a-pi te of Frae"Delin' E attitude, 
the ro1nv'continued to be hotly C·lntested. Among Germans: 
Westphal, Ziehen, Specht, Retm and Forster; among the 
French: Regis, ~:assel0n, Ducoste, Dt:ny ,9nd C9.mus contributed 
to the :.,Uscuss:ton and in 1910 "die :!\Eelanchol1efrage" was 
still being debgted when Hoche's famous"Peferat", ( 85) 
(27) 
with this title, cut the ground from under the feet of the 
disputants. Bumke ( 25 ) , hie pupil the year before had 
published a trencha~t critici~m of the whole Kraepelinian 
position. Roche following u~ ~ointed out that in the 
eighth edijtion, 1909, Kraepelin had relegated "melancholia" 
(involutional depression) from a disease to a clinical 
picture--and that it no longer ru9ttered whetherthere was 
mania or melancholia, occurrence once in life, or m9ny tim~s, 
at irregular or 8t regular intervals, whether lqte or early, 
with 'r'redominance of these sym!'toms or those, it was still 
manic depressive insanity. This standnoint Hoche attacked 
on theoretical and ~ractical gr~unds, and proceeded to bis 
gener~l thesis that clinically distinguishable "Krankheitsein-
hei ten" do not exist. With incisive sarc9sm he derided the 
systematizing efforts of his contempor~ries, "who give the 
impression of a great number of diligent workmen, most ener-
getically engsged in clarifyL!g a turbid fluid by rouring 
it busily from one vessel into another". Tyrical cases are 
the exception; "It is here that a kind of thought-compul-
sion, a logical and aesthetic necessity, insists that we 
seek for well defined, self contained disease entit.1e1, 
but here as elsewhere, unfortuarn:ately, our subjective need 
is no proof of the reality of that which we desire, no proof 
that these nure types do, in noint of fact, actually occur". 
(28) 
He cited the great variety of clinical rictures seen in struc-
tural disease of the brain, toxic disorders, etc., and 9ro-
poeed to substitute for disertses "symptom com:rlexes" or 
syndromes. "Now, I believe thl!lt we will make more ,..,regress 
if we make an atte~pt to find entities of a secondary order, 
cert a in constiant ly rec 11rrine- accumula t '1_ons of symptoms which 
we shall learn to recognize when once our attention is di-
rected to them".· Hypochondria, neurasthenia, and hysteria 
were given as examples of this. He declared that for prac-
tical and didactic purposes labelling with names of diseases 
is unnecess9ry, "That we can nredict the r.iatients behavi~r; 
t!--13t from certain fe~+ures, in themselves ineigniflcqnt, 
we can yet, as a rule, soon obtain a picture of an individual's 
inner psychic activity; these facts surely depend not on 
the existence of disease types, but on experiences of' a much 
more c:reneri:il nature, which a, e quite inde-:-endent of the 
question of the labelling of these states". There are cer-
tain regularly recurring symrtom com"'lexee which account for 
the similarity of utterance and behaviour in countless madmen 
of all times and countries. Certain of these syndromes 11• 
pre-formed and ready in normal psychic life--the melancholic 
1n one of them. There are in the in:iividual case endless nos-
aibilit1es as to form and course. "If the term, 'manic 
depressive' is meant as a theoretical expression of the 
close internal relati~nship of two opposite "Olea of affect-
(29) 
ivity, then there are no objections to raise against it. 
But the name is to be rejected as a disease entity and 
consequently as a designation of dbgnostic and rrognostic 
value. Just because of its close relat.innsh1p with normal 
psychic events, melancholia, more than other mental disorders, 
takes its stamp from the subjec~s age, sex, and rersonal 
temperament, and so too, presents quite special chara~ters 
when it occurs in the involutionary period". 
These views infl1J.enced. German '!"sychiatry greatly, and 
Kr9epelin in 1920 made considerable concessions in hi• 
"Erscheinungsformen des Irreseins", Qoo). In this he 
recognized Bonhoeff'er's "~xoge"'.'le Peaktionsformen", and went 
on to rem8.rk how significant it is "th.rat numerous manifest-
ations of insanity are laid down once an1 for/-311 by pre-
viously established disnoaitions of the human 0rgnnism, and 
therefore run their course ir. the same way in all cases, 
eiven the s me conditions. We are thus obliged to limit 
to the utmost the assumption that this or that disorder is 
characteristic of a definite disease process". 
Adolf Meyer, in America between 1902 and 1905 devel-
ODed out of his dynamic genetic interpretation a concept of 
the reaction ty~es, clearly ex~ressed ~n his ~eper of 1908. 
(124). In a discussion in 1904 at the New York Neurological 
Society he said th9t "for practicBl reasons he would rather 
favor a different classification. On the whole he was desirous 
of eliminating the term 11elancholia, wt_ich implied a know-
ledge of sometl ing th 0 't we did not rossess, and which had 
been employed in differ~nt specific ways by different writers. 
If instead of melancholia, we applied the term "depre2sion" 
to the whole class, it would deeign?te in an unassuming way 
exactly what was meant by the common use of the term melsn-
cholia and nobody would doubt that for medical nurroses the 
term would h9Ve to be am~lif ied so as to denote the kind of 
denress1on. In the lArge groun of 4enressions we would natur-
ally disting,iish our cases accordinp to etiology, the symp-
tom complex, the course of the disease and tre results. ---
The distinction had best be made accordin~ to the intrinsic 
nature of tbe depressions. Besides the manic depressive 
de~ressions, the anxiety psychosis, the derressive deliria 
and depressive hallucinations, the deoressi 11e e'l'.:'lj_sodes of 
dementia praecox, the symptomatic depression, non-differen-
tiated despressions will occur". 
At about the same time the subject of cyclot~ymia 
received much attention especirlly in France. Kahlbaum had 
collected the mild.est forms of circu1ar insanity under the 
name of cyclothymia. Hecker, Roche, Wilmanns, Romheld and 
Ziehen wrote along similar lines. KrRepelin eventually 
grouped them all under the term "Grundzuetande". In 
France, Deny and Yahn in 1909, had extended cyclothymia to 
(31) 
include not only the o1ld forms of manic depressive insanity, 
but also a s~ecial morbid nredisnosition, highly inheritable. 
. . ' 
( Lew1a) ( 110) 
The importance of constitutional factors was recopnized 
by Reiss, (146) andhe found fluid transitions between the var-
ious types of depression, genuinely endo~enous circular forms 
at one end of the scsle and clear reactions to envirJ:Dmental 
situations at the other. Clinical studiel were published in 
grest numbers but were largely occunied with st~~istjce 
and quarrelling. (Lewis) (110) 
Bonhoeffer (20) in describing the exo~enous tyr,es of 
re~ction served to emphasize the difficulties of an etiolog-
ical classific1t1on. It was clear that the same cause might 
produce widely different clinical pictures, and the reverse, 
and tha.t constitutional, metabolic, genetic, and biolog1c·a1 
factors generally called for consideration, together with 
careful analysis of the clinical features from a phenomeno-
logical roint of view. some thought that salvBtion lay rath-
er 1n minute psychological analys:1s, a different thing en-
tirely, and open to eristemological objections, as they ~rac­
tieed it. 
Kraepelin (101) had made concessions to Roche's view, 
but it was not surrender, manic depressive insanity remain-
ing to him, and to his followers, a disease to be differen-
tiated and deli~ited. He held as stated before that the 
(32) 
individual brain reacts to trauma of the disease in the man-
ner determined by its own constitution; among these 
"Erscheinungsformen" he inc l 1J.ded delirious, ~a ranoid, emotion-
a l, insti:ctual, sch1zo~hren1c, verbal hallucinatory, ence-
phalopathic, oligophrenic and snasmodic kinds. But the fund-
amental d:J.seasen-emained. His nupil, Johannes Lange, ( 10~ 
exami~ed in accr,rdance with these .,..,rincir>1 es catatonic 'Phe-
nomena occurring "in the frame" of manic depressive insanity. 
Interrretat1nns of this was gone into by Lange in the light 
of exogenous and genetic fact.ors, as well as the time of life. (105 ) 
Bonhoeffer (21) showed periodic confusional states to be 
special variants of manic depressive insanity, ~oi~ting out 
the frequency of compulsive phenomena occurring in depres-
sive states, a subject also spoken of by Stocker according 
to Lewis. (110) Lange also made a study of depressive states, 
( 104 ) paying close attention to the soma tic and genetic 
cri tEiria as prorcunded by Kretschmer. Kurt Schneider (159 ) 
dealt with the psychogenic forms of depression, emphasizing 
the "vital" elements in endogenous depression; in accordance 
with the philosophic doctrine of Scheler. 
R1 ttershaus ( 148) did not s 11".'port tte view of Kraepe-
11n, believing like Boche, while Schroder (quoted by Lewie) 
{110) accepted pure c~ses of it as a srecial disease groun 
but included all complicqted forms 1~ new group, the "degen-
erati~n psychoses" or ~eta~~l1c disorders, in which there 
(33) 
might also be r,ut impure psychotic rictures, odds and ends 
from dementia praecox, epilersy, c:tc.; Kleist, ( 99 ) a 
disciple of Wernicke, and inh~ritor of his "m~tility rsy-
choses", came to the conclusion thgt one may delimit manic 
depressive psychosis and set along side of it as of equal 
value, "motility psycboses", ~erindic ballucinoses, uer-
iodic ~aranoid ~icture~, ex~ansive and de~ressive auto-
nsyc~oses, ~eri~dic confus~onal states, etc.--aJl linked 
toro·etr.e r by tbeir autochthonous develoDment and cyclic 
course; tbe wt:.ole eel L,ctirm inc1udtr.P'. :r:ania rind melanchol-
ia, he denom~nRted, "t~e autochth0nous de~e~erat10n rysychoses". 
Later under tbe influence 0f t-ioloe:ical tendencies, he 
serarated pure cases of manic depressive insanity from the 
degeneration psychoses, and rrosecuted his very individual 
"localizing" method of study. Gaunn and Mauz ( 68 ) have 
arrived at similar conclusi--ns, calling their rubbish heap 
"Mischpsychoaen". A failure t.o consider the individual and 
pathoplastic elements in the symrtom-picture may be sus-
pected to be tl· e b2s1e of their problem. The word "patho-
r·le.stic" w8s used by Birnbaum (16), in contradisti::~ction to 
pathogenetic, when discussin~ causal factors in the building 
up of a psychosis; its implicati-.ns as to structural analy-
sis were the s~me 21 s thi:- se of Kretsc h;:-,er • s (102) "pluridimen-
s 1ona 1 d iagnosi s"--the n,c··cess i ty, in brief, for c'ons 1der1ng 
(34) 
the individual upbringing, exrerience, envirnoment, and 
setting, when assie:ning its value to any symptom or group 
of symptoms. This has been emrhasized by Adolf Meyer (124) 
and by th::isE: with -psy ~ho ana lyt 1c convictic ::s 0r bias. 
Ewald, ( 56 ) discuss inp: degenere t ion 1')Sychoses, ex-
pressed the viuw like Thalbi tzer th8t he reg9rded ~na.nic 
de~ressive psycbrses as endogenous "cuant1tative dise~ses", 
the other members of the groun could '.;e qualified with 
V"'rlrus combinations :'if the enitrets, "qualitative", and 
"quantit?tive"; "exogenous" and "endogenous". Hart, ( 77 ) 
says, "In ano+ber varie+y of general ~ental chanpe observed 
in cases of insanity, the alterngtion 5s qualitative rather 
than quantitative. It way be regarded as a change in the 
general attitude of the mind tow'.'rds 1 ... e exrerience, either 
transl tory or :':ore or less !'ermanent. Under' this he9ding 
are included excitement, dei"res21on and a!)athy". 
Thus we pass throuEh the age of grou~ing of similar 
syi~tom comrlexes, of fitting individual cases into definite 
nosological categories, and of hos'!'.'1ta.lizat1on into the 
more modern ::-criod of understanding of tre individual in 
whom the illness occurs, and an a+temrt to determine the 
"why" of the occurrence of these disc:rders. The care of 
t):-,e t\qtient tas become mere imr-ortant than the diagnosis, 
and studies of the denresr!c:ns have come to deal more with 
the genetic f?ctnrs i~volved, the organic and rsychological 
rarts of denression, and the Dharmaco1~,gical or r,.er:ica.l 
(35) 
heart disease, pneumonia, and tuberculosis in the order 
named. 
Fslmer and Sherman ~36 ) in an attempt to determine 
prognosis in involutional melancholia from a study of the 
prepsychotic personal1 ty cf the na.tient, found that the 
degree of "rigidity" manifested by the patient in early 
life history largely determined the nrognosis. The greeter 
the rigidity of personality 1n the rrepsychotic phase--the 
more malignant the psychosis nroved to be and less hopeful 
the prognosis. The more plastic personalities tended to 
recover, however the presence of a m3rked compulsive (psycha-
sthen1c1 trend 1n early history tends to invariably lead to 
a bad prognosis. These patients had the most marked agitation, 
overtalkativeness and hypochondriacal or s:>matlc delusions 
and were chronically resistive to therapeutic approach of any 
kind. With a history of pernicious consistent narrowing of 
the mental horizon, a malignant grade of psycb.osis invariably 
followed. Their observRtions did not tend to besr out those 
of Hoch and Mac Curdy ( 86 ) previously mentioned, al t1: c;ugh 
they did agree with the opinion that res1rlct1on of interest 
indicated malignancy. 
Of fifty memi.nd women rgtients, 62~ failed to recover, 
all showing marked restriction of mental horizon throughout 
life. Sixty percent of those who did not recover showed 
( 72) 
classic "obsessional character trai•s", while twenty five 
per cent of those that recovered showed some tendency towards 
these traits. Twenty r:ercent of these must be regarded as 
less mali[J'nant disease since the rsychosis was characterizea 
by chronic worrisomeness and pernuriousness, rather than rit-
ualistic tendencies. Thirteen of those who did not recover 
were marked by extreme restriction of their mental horizon 
at all points of their lives. Since involutional melanchol-
ia represents one phase in the development of a life long 
biologic process, the authors felt justified in drawing 
prognostic conclusions from an evaluation of the fixity 
of this bioloFiC process in the prepsychotic stages. 
The authors also suggested a more unfavorable prog-
nosis in those cases in which the disease occurs for the 
first time in men over the age of fitty, and women over forty 
five. There seemed to be a general inadequacy in the srhere 
of sexual life noted in both men and women, and there seemed 
to be some index of ~rognosis here, since all patients who 
bad children and whose rela.tion to them w::;e good see::ned to 
be found in the recovered grou~. From they they sug~est 
that there seems to be a harmonizing and balancing influenee 
in normal family life which tends to decre"'se the malignancy 
of the rsychotic episode. 
Waahburne (186) repeats the generally accepted prog-
( 73) 
nostic view for manic depressive nsychoses, st2ting that 
the'' t'rognosis ls favorable excert far the recurring nature, 
tte attacks lasting for an avera~e of about four months. 
Robinson (150) in a critical review of ty~es of 
tr€atment fer tbe involuti 0 nal melanch·:;lic used the 
figures of Roch and MacCurdy ( 86 ) who found that in 
tte1r series,60% or the p~tients eventually recovered, 
in comparing and evaluating the different forms of treat-
ment. He fails to take into consideration however, that 
they also reported average length of the attack before any 
sign of im11rovement to be nine and a half months, which 
must be considered, since although no more tban 60% can 
eventually be cured, if their length of hospita] residence 
can be shortened by any form of treatment, that treatment 
would seem to be valuable from an economic noint of view. 
MODERN CONCEPTS 
Adolf Meyer's psychobiological view, of the individual 
as a psychobiolopical integrated organism reqcting to 
different situations, covers the wh,..le of the nhen~mena, 
ernancirated from any dogmatic nosologic?l scheme. He (123) 
considers that we work with a reasonably 11~1ted number 
of re ction sets, th~t is grou~s of fgcts that have a snec-
ific meaning for us. These may be of the nature of part die-
( 74) 
orders--the irritable weakness tyre, the anxiety reaction, 
they hypochondriacal, the dysmnesic-hyster1cal, the obses-
sive rumina~ive and the sim:-ile defect type of facts, or we 
consider the more sweeping reaction sets, the thymergastic 
or affective, the ryarer~astic or twist, the dyeergastic or 
toxic and the anergostic or organic defect complexes, always 
remembering that any one ~atient can ~resent more than 
one of these sets of fqcts. We study the factors entering 
into the disorders, the poisons and infections (exogenic) 
the metabolic (organogenic ) components, and then the con-
stitutional and the more definitely modifiable and adjust-
able psychogenic experience-determined factors and Bi:'ftcial 
function tendencies. Ergasia, being the term used for 
performance of paychobiologically integrated activity in 
general; thymergastic reactions, in which depressive states 
may anpear as reacti~ns (nrotective, at any rate in intention, 
designed to withdraw the individual from an ill adjusted 
situation), with concomit3nt phenomena on various levels--
vegetative, kinetic, and topical mental, characterized 
chiefly by diffuse ~eneral inhibition. There may be sad-
ness, with feelings of difficu1ty and dearth of ideas and 
activity, or actual retardat~on; ca+athymic reaction, with 
harping on one set depressive topic; or the 4ominant arr~ct 
may be not sadness but anxiety. Neurastbit nia, hypochon-
dria.sis, anxiety a':ta~ks and obsessive ruminative states 
(75) 
of tension are, together with hysteria, denominated "merer-
8"' stic re.'.'lct1ons", by ":hich 1a meant a substitutive disorder 
not involvinp the whole personality and behaviour. 
The question of the n~ture of the so called "involu-
tional melancholias", or a ryarticular tyne of de~ressicn 
occurring during the involutional period of life hes 
long been disputed. Kamman and Hemmes (96) noted that single 
attacks of depression, in which agitation was the most 
marked symptom, appeared only at the involutional period of 
life, and were not observed in young individuals. Jacobi 
(90) also notes a depressive symrtom complex during the 
involuttonal period which iB not seen at other periods of 
life. Palmer and Sherman (136) in a study of the early 
history, life course, and psychosis ~rorer of the so called 
involutional melancholics, and com~arison with the same 
features of the manic deuressive psychotics state th~t it is 
difficult to see how involuti0nal melancholia came to be 
classed as a form of mani~ deDressive insanity. At no 
point does the patient of involuti~nal melancholia manifest 
classic manic de~ressive symntoms or ch~ract~r traits. The 
worldly outlook of involutional melancholic differs from 
tb1:i t of the manic depressive markedly. The 0' 1 ts+,and ing 
eymrtom comDlex according to them in involutional ~elancholia 
is agitation or restlessness, Paychomotor retardation is sel-
dom seen. Psychologically, as mentioned before, this ag1-
(76) 
tetion may be considered as a bel8ted and inhibited rebellion 
ag8inst the N'Olonp:ed '1'.:.'8SSive e.ttitu;Je toward life enforced 
for years by the hPrsh, intolerant, ~uritanical corscie-ce. 
The forces cf reureseinn ccntinue to hold sway in the 
nsychosis, in tre face ~f a final belligerent protest of 
the instinctive demands. 
The classic concert of the ~re~sych~tic personality 
of the m3nic denresslve as formul~ted by numerous psychia-
trists ('~E;yer, Hoch, Kirby, and Bleuler) is one of labile 
mood swings, with typically extroverted ctaracteriatics, 
given to frank open ex~ressicn of feeliGgs and opinions. 
Certc,in constitutional diathesis, defined by Kretschmer 
( 102) as "pyknic" type, ls also assip:ned to this chqracter 
type. Introversion, markedJy lacking in lability of m~od, 
constitutL·nally of the 0sttenic tyre, the ratient with 
involutional melancbcli~ ryursues a life cour~e toLally 
different in kind and char3cLer from thnt of the manic de-
pressive T"etient. The jnvolut~onal melancholic fails to 
sbow a history of ~revious attacks 0f deuression, t~1s 
r.oint also being emnha sized by Young ( 197) who cons 1ders 
th'lt .... he true involutional :nelan:::holic will not have stown 
neurotic sy ... ptorns before the onset of the menor.iause. 
The more or less easy "trigger threshold" of the 
manic de-Dressive, the com-:·-rative ease with .vhich he is 
tirped into the psychosis by !'Sychic or other agents, which 
(77) 
many osychiatrist have come to believe is rooted in a subtle, 
as yet undefined constitutional factor, is lacking in the 
involutional melancholic pg+ient. As a m"tter of fact the 
involutional melancholic rat1ent shows extraordinary t~:mgh­
ne~ s or resistance to the inroads of rsychic an~ othtr 
trau~ in tis earlier life history. A similar difference 
in the character of the prodromal period being noted, the 
manic derressive psychosis being preciritated almost instan-
taneously, by circumstautial ~r paycric insult, the period 
of incubation being short, and being :impossible to utilize 
for purpose of forestalling the rsychosis. In the invclutional 
melancholic on the other hand one finds almost universally 
the presence of a long, slow growing prod l'CJma 1 1""eriod in 
which the c13reful obst:rver may witness the 1'.)sychosis larva-
ting under his eyes and in which wise and tactful interference 
on the nArt of the nsychiatrist may avert the outbreak of 
a real psychosis. 
Lastly there seems to be a difference in the T'sycbosis 
itself. The nsychosis of involut1onal melancholia being 
characterized by depression without retardation, anxiety 
with extreme agitati~n bein~ ~arked. Peycho~otor activity 
is increased rather than reduced, circucstantiality is lack-
ing and in its place is the tendency toward rigid stereo-
typy of anxious utterances of a self accusatory, delusio~al 
nature. 'Paranoid ele:nents in the psychosis are m1rked. The 
(78) 
same rigidity which is nreAent in the earli8r life history 
and distinguishes the T'sychobiologic ~recess of this disease 
maintains full sway •hr~u~hrnJt the vgri0us deviations of the 
':.'sychosis itself. T'atients who recover fail to show any-
thing even remotely suryrestive of elg+ion ~r satisfaction 
at b~vinf recovered and h~ving been restored to normal 
life. The aingulf~rly poor prognosis as com-rared with th1t 
of manic derres ive i·:sanity is further evidence of the 
dissimilarity of the two conditi0ns. 
Young (197) grants the existence of an involutional 
psychosis, however he points out that org-nic psychoses 
with depressi~n syr.ptoms (p9.resia) may often f~ rst appear 
at the time of the menopause. He also points out that de-
pressive psychoses may occur during the involutlonal period 
as well as at any other period of life, but should not be 
cl-'?ssified as tyrical involutional melancholia since the 
invol11t1onal melancholic de'!,1ressione are characterized 
by agitation, h~rDlng hypochondriasis, and well rutted 
patterns of depressive thinking. 
Muno1e (130) in his recent textbook of "Psychobiolo~y 
and Psychiatry" follows the psychobiolo~,cal teachings of 
his teacher, Meyer, in his classificRtion of the depressions. 
Thyraergasia is used by him to designate all affective reacti0n 
types (from thymos--mood and ergon--behavior). Under the 
(79) 
term thymerg~sia he includes depression and elation. De-
pression consists of a syndrome of mood fixation or one of 
its eouivalents, depersonalizat1~n, 9uzzle or uer~lexity; 
content annronriqte to mood, such as self derogatory, self 
denreciatory ideas; suicid31 ureoccup~tinn; gener~l slowing 
of motility; diurnal or daily variation in symptoms of de-
pression; and illiport~nt ryhysiolorrical alterations, such as 
insomnia, noor anretite, weight loss, reduction in sexual 
of 
fun~tion, general red.uction/muscle tonus, constip9t1on, and 
reduction of basal metaoolism to a mild degree. This is 
the simrle, retarded (inhibited) depression, which he con-
eiders to be most dependent u~on a constitutional factor. 
The anxious depressions are those in wbi ch along with 
a mood of depression, anxiety is prominent feature. Anxiety 
may be due to specific fears, concern for future events, 
e.g., retribution for past etne, leg~l complications for 
fancied delinquencies, etc. Tr'1S is tbe com'non re.gction 
to irnrortant life experiences--loss, tragedy, disappointment--
whose potentialities for disaster have not been entirely 
S"rent. 
Tbe topical derreas1ona are the hypochondriacal, 
tension, catathymic, and thy~onoic denression reactions. 
The hypochondriacal depressions are those in which the 
complaints of health concern are used to mask the depression. 
(80) 
They occur in naive people wto are unaccustomed to speaking 
of the emot1sns as such, hgbitua1.ly describing moods and 
affects in terms of body sensation. Jn the tension depres-
s1on there are outward manifestRtions nf tension and to a 
less marked degree of denreseion. The reaction occurs in 
young adults who have achieved succe• through strenuous 
activity, with a poor balance 1n relavat1ons, and who do 
not know how to adapt tbemselvea to the exigencies of the 
difficult situation rroducing the reaction. The reaction 
is likely to be rrolonged (three to five ye3rs or more). 
In catathymic depression the affect is closely bound to 
certain topics, on which the patient harps cont·nually; 
in fact, only in connection with these topics is the de-
pression likely to be exhibited. There is a definite tend-
ency to delusion formation and other allops·rch1c modifica-
tion. These depressions are related to apecific life ex-
periences and personality characteristics which favor com-
plex formation. The thymono1c ren.otions are closely relat-
ed to catathym~ reacti~ns, but are distinguished by nres-
ence of strong sffec~1ve f'a.~t.ors and equ:;illy strong tenden~y 
to systematization of thought (in direction of de.,.,reasive 
delusion). Suicidal risk is considerable and they occur in 
rigid make-ups in whom the experiential factors precipita-
ting the reactions gre of such a sort as to favor the crys-
tallization with a depressive coloring of -r,reformed tenden-
(81) 
c1es to systematizations. 
Aversion denressions are denressi0ns ch~racterized by 
depressive feAtures in addition to wh~ch are nresent evidences 
of aversion to the facts of the illness and to the medical 
care it necessitates. Suicide risk is likely to be greatly 
due to lack of ranport naking an estimate of the condition 
difficult • 
.Agit.sted de-pressions have much in com:T1on with the anx-
depressions, but are ch~r3cterized by presence of motor 
agi t8tion, idiffuae, !'Urposeless ::iot or restlessness, pick-
ing, racing about, jE:rking of the extremities, and tremblinf". 
The mood is expressed as fear or anxiety, and the content 
re::ates to disaster about to befall the patient. The reac-
tion ~ccurs in late adult life, ccmmonly a:rter serious loss 
threatening future security, or as a reaction to promotion 
with the increase in responsibility which that entails. 
Involutional melancholia is a reaction accO''ding to 
Muncie (130) occurring in the "involutional" !'e iod, a period 
of life rather ill defined, but after the/leight of mature 
life has been reached, in women associ3ted with the meno-
pause and in bott ~omen and men with the gradual decline in 
the capacities for effort and with the shrinkage in the hor-
izon af development. (45 to 60 years of age). With or with-
out precipitating factors in loss, grief, etc., the ~atient 
slumrs into a state of relative inactivity, complaining in 
(82) 
a shallow fashion of "depression" without evidence of deep 
involvement. Tendency to irritability and hy~ochondriacal 
com~laints and delusions of a bizarre sort concerned esnec-
ia lly with the bowels. Nihilistic delusions are common. 
The reactir:n is '.'rotract.ed, ext ending to sev.:.:ral yegrs, and 
is likely to lead directly into a derressive hypochondriacal 
rut with symptoms of org~nic deterioration of the assets. 
Depressive stupor may be merely a ~hase in the de-
pression or constitute the bulk of the reaction. It is 
thought to be simply the ult~.mate result of depressive sl0w-
1ng, making for inaccessibility, lack of activity, and 
mutism. It way be accompanied with depressive de,usions. 
In these and other reaction sets it is not a disease 
or even a diagnosis th<;it is set forth, but a suggestion 
of a fairly definite situation, reactions and kind of 
personality, all of which needllevaluation in any partiqular 
case. The insistence is not nr1mArily on the outcome, but 
on the possibilities of theraneutic modific8tion. 
SUM!JrARY 
The thymerg~sic ractions are the product then, of 
constitutional factors (including heredity) and life exper-
ience, represented in each case in different proportion. 
Fhyaiological factors are noted to be of importance, but 
(83) 
appear to be of secondary importance to fixation of the moo:l. 
On the other hand, depressions are frequent followin~ on 
states of physical exhaustion, as after influenza, in which 
case the rhysical status must be charged with a direct ef-
fect on the precipitqtion of the depression. 
The constitutional factors include hereditary influ-
ences and early acquired or ingrained reaction tendencies, 
(prersycbotic personality). The bulk of the evidence seems 
to indicate thst depressions occur in the direct line of 
herdity; that ie, in parents and children. Kretschmer has 
stressed the freque;;.cy of the pyknic ha~i tus in patients 
suffering from manic depressive rsychos1s. (equivalent 
in Kraepelinian terms of thymergl'.lsic depression and elation) 
It is a frequent finding in the ~syc~os1s, as otter authors 
(216) have discovered, bu~ not nece~sary to the syndrome. 
Along with nyknic hab1tus is an increased tendency to meta-
bolic disorders 1n both the 'l)!'.'.1 tients and in other members 
of their families: Rrterioscleros1s, hyrertensive cardio-
vascular dises~e, diabetes, arthritis, or gout. 
The reaction recurs usually in mature life, in neor,J.e 
with outgoing social nqtures, with a tendency to mood swings, 
and egotr0pic self concern, and riling up of potentially 
moody t~ndencie~ t~ the roint of s~rious exrlosion before 
seeking relief in ventilation and effort at balance. 
(84) 
The outstanding precipitating factors are those which 
normally :night be expected to ~reduce normal mood regctions 
of de~ressions, i.e., 1oss of the good things ~r life whether 
these be t8 ngible or in t?npi'· le ( de'!"end tr..p: on where the "'.9. t1ent 
places n~e ;;,ore v,slue), cl1earpo1nttT,en+.s in love and in ambi-
tion, tragedy, and grief. In Dromotion depressi~ns, the 
normal reaction of well being at promotion is overwhelmed by 
the sense of increased responsibility. In depressions of 
lat:e adult 11fe, the common factors are sudden threat to the 
security, or deprivation or shrinkage of the horizon of inter-
eats without sustaining assests (as with mArriage of the 
last child in the case of women who have lived excl1J.sively 
for their children). 
The reection is modified by the age reriod, race, cul-
ture, personality, and precipitating circumstances. It ls 
rBre in children and in adolescence, denressions at these 
ages often being symrtomatic or secondqry to other reacticns, 
notably problems of 8dolescen~ emancipation and their 
graver forms, the p~rergAsjc development. Lange (104) has 
pointed to an increased frequency of depression among Jews. 
Adolf Meyer (124) has noted the relative frequency of anx-
ious and agitated depressions in rur9l populgtion. Simple 
slowing with little overt expression of ffiood as such 's to 
be frund frequently also in rural peoples. This seems to 
be a cultural ~atter, those living close to nature's phenom-
(85) 
ena showing little facility in the verb~l exnression of the 
nuances of emotions, and livinp- a life of submission or 
resign~ticn to fate (npture). 
The usual course of denressi~ns is a nhgsic one, 
the symrtoms sufferin~ a Plobal increase before a turning 
point is reRched, after which gener3l improvement sets 
in. Tle usual outcome is comr-1,te restoration of function-
ing. Unwholesome rut form.gt.ions 9.S subliminal depressjve pes-
simism, irritability, etc., foll0w in unstable ~ersonalities, 
or as a consequence of the persistence of the rreci~itating 
factors where thes~ arc esuecially imrort2nt (as in tbe 
markedly topic~•l depress1·-ns), or from the emergence in the 
derression of repction tendencies previously not rresent or 
under control (as hyT'ochondriasis, obseesions, and comr,ulsions; 
neurasthenic inVE:ilidism, snxiety states, etc.). 
The depress1-n may be an isolated event in a lifetime, 
may recur, or ~ay be nrec~ded or followed more or less 
closely by elation. In recurrini:i de1'."ress:lons without "ad-
equate" accounting in t.be im:J:ediate precir,iteting factors 
it is wise to acutinize closely the circumstances of the 
first attack for experiential data needing ventilation and 
digesti'"ln, which have dete· mi;".ed a recurrent patt'"rn of 
action. The general state of fitness (related to balance of 
work and rlay\ =ay ~lay a significent role in some cases of 
C'ea2onally recurrent depressicns. ('Muncie) (130) 
(86) 
PART II 
HISTORY 
That suggestions RS to ther~uy in mental depression 
sho1!ld take us back as far as the first mention of the con-
dition in history would be exnected, and with the mention 
of mel: ncholy by tre .zarly ?gyutians in 1550 B .c., we find 
their suggestion offering a prorhylactic measure in the form 
of enteroli ths carried upon the person to war·d off melan-
choly. Saul is said to have be:-:n curedS of his melancholy 
by the sooth1ne- strains of the harp as played by David. 
("The evil spirit from God was upon Saul, and the evil spir-
it departed"). (B.arr1aon) (7S) 
The practice of medicine as a whole at this time was 
in the hands of the priest or rr1est phy~ians, who claimed 
to be able to interpret the will of unseen gods and goddesses. 
They treated and attempted to cure by V?rioua mystic process-
es, incantations and exorcisms. In vogue was the idea of 
making the body as unple~sant as uossible for the intruding 
spirits or demons. This was accomrlished by squeezing, beat-
ing, starving, or fumigating the individual. 'Prayers and 
sacrifices in the forms of burnt offerings were also offered 
for the arpeasement of the gods. (Lewis) (110) 
It woe not until the time of Hippocrates, 460-370 B.C 
when medicine was first placed on a scientific basis, that 
melancholy wss attributed to natural causes and thought to 
require treatment like other disei:ises. The center for the 
(87) 
teachings of H1nrocrates w.ss at Alexandria. at this time, 
and it is evident tb·0 t the writings of Plato and Aristotle, 
although neither were physici8ns, h0d some influence u~on 
the treFJtment of ment"l disease. Plato, in his Dialogues 
or ~late, I; 11-13, cirticizes the treatment of the day 
in his remark, "For this", he said, "is the error of our 
day in the tre~-1tment of the h.unan body, the t rhysic ians sen-
arate the soul from the body". 
Asclepiades, (qucted by Harrison) (76) 124 B.C. WAS 
the first to advise against the use of restraints in the 
treatmtnt of mental illnesses and insisted u;.on a rational 
therapy, while Aurelius Cornelius Celsus (cited by Lewie) (110) 
felt tl:at. the melancholic should be separated from hi• 
sadness by some indulgence in exercise. 
Caelius Aurelianus (3) in the fifth century A.n., 
protested loudly at"ainst the use of chains, venesection, 
and other violent treatment of mel9nchnlics. He is said to 
have allowed no violence to be used in the treatment of his 
p:i. tients and is said to have attemrted to funda:nentally 
understand the reactions of his patients. 
With the overthrow of the Roman Empire in 476 A.D., 
however, and with the :1nfiltr~0 tion of Christianity, the 
rapid progress of medical knowledge and practice was inter-
upted and from 476-1000 A.D. Christi.snity broueht about a 
return to the priestly practice of medicine, and the approach 
(88) 
to psychiatry w~s throuah demonology. ~atients were treated 
by ex ore ism, charms, amulets, tor +ure and the stake, and 1 t 
was not until the destruction of the German empire by the 
Arabians that th1;;re was any return of mental activity in 
this field. Rhazes, 850-932 A .D. is said to have recommended 
the game of chess as a cure for melancholia. (Lewis) (110) 
During the age of feudalism and the renaissance, psy-
chiatry as a whole was backward, treatment of mental patients 
being ruled by the signs of the Zodiac. Follr::wing this was 
the period of the R.eformation with revival of the empiric.:il 
teachine:s and revers ions to the te,9 ctings of Galen and 
H1ripocrates. Treatment. during the fifteenth century however 
consisted in elimination of melancholic humours by purgation, 
clystere, blood Jetting and baths, the use of hellebore, the 
s~ecific from Anticyra, anplication of aromatic ryoulticee, 
vesicants, leeches around the anus, CJutery to the skull 
with long maintained suppuration and finally working on the 
patients imagination. These were the main weapons used for 
combating the "frig1da intemperies cerebr1, affectio tenebri-
cosa". It was in this century thRt Bedlam Hospital w2s es-
tablished, and tre~tment throughout the century seems far from 
sympathetic. (Lewis) (110) 
Prosper Alpinus (3) recom.'D.ended as treatment for mel-
ancholia, warm baths. Hoffman and Ent advised the use or 
(89) 
blood transfua1ona, as was used in the treatment of mental 
d ise·~ se in genera 1. (Lewis' ( 110) 'rre1tment durlng the 
seventeenth century followed along the lines used nreviously 
there being no important advances during this century. 
Burton, the "melancholic uriest" mentions the close 
relationship between the professions of divinity and ,~hys ic 
and sug~ests that they must unite in affecting a cure of mel-
ancholy. In speakine of the treatment as used at this time 
and as ad vised by him, he emnhasizea thet the patient must 
not change Iflys1c1ans, and remarks that the patient is often 
cured in case of a complicatjng disease.In his classification 
of cures, he speaks of the unlawful cures and the lawful. 
Under the former he mentions magic, witchcraft, chBrms and 
such, while under the Jatter, nrayer and physic; coo~eration 
of the ~atient, temperance in diet, cont'nued business, snorts, 
music and mer'iment, all p:oing to !'remote a rapid recovery. 
He points out that the phsycician should never become angry 
with the ratient, and eue-gest th!3.t the simrle herhs are the 
only physics that should be used. Wine h~ considered as a 
tonic. He is suprosed to have advocated suicide as a means 
of escape from melancholy, it being said that he himself at 
tLnes c:::mtemplated it. He also emrhasized the use o-r good 
reasoning and understanding in melancholy caused by baseness 
of birth, poverty, servitude, death of a friend, sickness, and 
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such, ~iving in each c~se an exam~le nf how to re~son with 
the one so afflicted. 
During the eifhtcenth century, where-in classification 
runs ram-rant, therapy as s1 dvoca+,ed by most Englif'lh writers 
consisted in the use of drugs of all sorts, the most fqv0rable 
being anagallil, arsenic, belladonna, datura stramonium, 
phosphorus, tartar and other emetics and rurges. Electricity 
was occasionally emj:loyed. "Asses" blood wo:is hie:hly recom-
mended, even regarded as a a~ecific by Cardilucc1, (30) and 
Boenneken (17). Boerhaave (18) recom~ended hydro therapy--
"plunging into the sea, immersion for as long as it can be 
borne is tte chief remedy". John Ferriar (83) advised the 
use of warm baths to sooth mania, and cold baths for melan-
cholia. Imrn_-rsion was used by some as a DUni t. i ve or mina-
tory remedy. Music was recommended as treatment for rrielan-
chol1a by the French wri·ers, Col de Villars (37) an~ Ruchoz 
(24). Not all ~c~sures were gentle however, the barbarous 
::netr~ods of e-eneral man!'.}gement, including the whirling chair, 
which Avicenna (10) long before h"d ndvised in melancholia 
to direct the bl~od into the <rorer parts, were rrominent 
in the ~rogram of treatment. 
Benjamin Fawcett (60) recommended for the treatment 
of melancholiA, the rubbing of the skin with a brush, whereas 
John Brown {22) strove to excite the op~osite rassion in the 
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patient to th~t which w1s evide:tt and 0"1"1er tive, re thus 
would arouse 3 melan°h~11c from his tor~or by t~e cruellest 
a1"rrns. w. '!'errect (142) use•l. eh;ctricity in t.:-:e treatment. 
of melan°holia, and And~ew Harper, 1789 (75) made many bold 
claims as to tret~ent, many of which were not unjustified. 
He would have the body looked to as well as the mind; Phlebo-
tomy, diaphoretics, ""Urges, diuretics, carn:r,hor, quinine, exer-
cise, change of aj.r, warm baths, ~1sic, sleep and moderate 
copulaticn shall be accomp~nied by the avoidance of all 
irritation and unnec·c.ssa.ry restraint; isolr;tion he declsres 
especially harmful. One should try to discGver the cause 
of distress, then remove it, give wny to every sensible 
ide9, avoid all exhgusting activity ~f the mind, and pre-
vent all unpleasant ideas and ove:rstrung impressions. If 
these rules could be carried into nr~ctice e~rly in the 
disorder, it would become exhqusted and its nrogress stayed, 
he held. An admir~blo doc+rine for the times. 
Faulkner (59) is also for tbe psychic tratment of the 
conditicn and against the cutom of immediRtely putting the 
~atient into an asylum. ~argeia', (138),liked the use of 
snuff, wl':ich he thoul7htcle·,red out the unclean lymph from 
the rest'.'irstory nassaf!eS and sinuses, and espeCiBlly in 
melancholia shakes up the whr le body through sn0ezin.g, and 
stimulates the nervous sy~otcm. He also recommended rubbing 
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the belly with flannel for half an hour ~ornina and evening. 
John Haslam (78) reco:nmends the me of bl0od lettin~ for 
melancholia, but has li~tle use f'or the oth r forms of 
treatment then in vogue. 
Vincenzo Chiarugi, 1774-1778 (35), an Italian suggest-
ed that the patients should have their attention distract-
ed. Chiarugi is one of the outst3nding men of tte Humanitar-
ian Bra and in his hos~ital at st. Boniface in Florence w~s 
one of the first to abandon fetters and chains and encourage 
the patients to work about the hospital. He was well known 
for his kindness and understanding and first recognized the 
need for better sa.ni tary measures in tt:_e mental hospitals of 
the day. 
T'hilippe ~inel (143) was fft"'nalled at tte treat:nent ac-
corded tho~ suffering from behavior abnormalities; they 
were chained +o tbe floor of filthy cells, unc"red for, con-
demned to a fR~ they neither merited nor understood. It 
may well be doubted whether the nhilosopher or ~hysician 
or th6 humani'-arian in Pinel could have risen to action 
but for the help of a courageous head attendant, 'Pussin, 
with whom he at ::ne stroke removed the most cruel restraints, 
the chains. (Muncie) (130) 
With the beginninp of the nineteenth century, English 
psychiatrists, as well as those in America and Italy were 
devoting much attention to asylum arrangements and to the 
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human1tar1an princi~lee of treatment. 
Benjamin Rush (153) suggested as remedies for "manalgia" 
(depressive states' two types of treAtment. The first was 
surposed to work uron the mind through the medium of the 
body, the second was supnosed to work uron the body, thrcC_u~h 
the mind. In the first group of remedies, he suggests 
cordial food and drtnks, he adds however "ardent spirits 
should be given with great caution, lest a destructive fond-
ness sho'_'ld be a.cquired for them"; warm baths, be.::ited above 
the natural temperature of the body, "in which state it 
acts powerfully upon the arterial system"; cold shower bathe 
in succession to the wr,rm bath; excitement of an artificial 
diarrhoea, "it doing good, by exciting a revulsive action 
or diseBse in a less delicate p9rt of the body than the brain"; 
caustics applied to the back of the neck, "this remedy 
acting by the permanent discharge it induces from the 
neighborhood of the br8in"; B13livation by ingestion of 
mercury; exercise, by which he means subjecting the n.'ltient 
to a rotatory ~otion, "so as ~o give the centrifugal direction 
of the blood towards the brain"; labour, since 1ts effects 
are to "arrest the wrcnp habits of action, and to restore 
such as are regular and natural; music of the most invigora-
ting nature; great p~in; errhinea; certain odours; loud and 
uncommon sounds; exciting certain stimulating passions and 
emotions, also the domestic a~rect1ons; and certain medicines 
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such as"opium, iron, datura stammonium, strong infusions of 
green tea and green co~fee, ~arlic, Vglerian, the nitrous 
oxyd, and electricity". 
Throughout the nineteenth century treatment of tbe 
melancholic patient nersisted ~lonfi such lines, the main 
business of the psycbiatrist being the classification or 
diagnosing of the condition and hospitalization. There 
are evidences throughout the century of recognition of th e 
significance of the data of life experience, but little 
used was made of it. There was the a~pearance of Gall's 
phrenrlogy, Mesmer's animal magnetism, and Charcot's hyp-
nosis, and on the more nract1cal side the introduction 
of Janet' a s-:.;_ggestion and explanation forms of treatment. 
Occupational ther:-;ipy was introduced during this period, 
its value in treatment being generally accented, but 
until formation of the modern concepts of melancholia and 
depressions, their treatment consisted mainly in hospital-
ization and protective care. 
~mmmN TRENDS IN TREATMENT OF "rHE 
THYM"TRGASIC DF1'Rr.;SSIONS 
GEN~RAL 1Jl:'SASUHES: 
The first point in the treqtment of a depression 
as agreed by practically all writers on the subject, is the 
preservation of the patient's life, which is threatened by 
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his suicidal urge and starvation. Hospitalization is the 
most satisfactory solution to such a problem, but as statistics 
bear out, is not always an infallible approach to the ~roblem. 
Diethelm (47) and Muncie (130) both point out that it is 
essential to obtain an evalu~tion of the suicidal danger 
in every depressed patient from close observ8t1on of the 
character of the depression reaction in the individual patient, 
history of previous suicidal attempts, or suicides in the 
family history. The suicidal risk in those patients in which 
the urge 18 evident, and those patients in which evaluation 
cannot be made due to the poor rapport is demanding of care-
ful watching of the patient. This of course can best be 
done in a psychiatric hospital where special architectural 
features and the routine of ward management lessens the risk 
considerably. Depressed patients treated outside of psychiatric 
hospitals represent a great assumption of resnonsibility by 
"" the atten~ding physician and the resnonsible relatives. 
Due to the ~oor a~retite, markedly depressed mood and 
distorted hy::-ochondriacal delusions referring to the gastro-
intestinal system, many natients present a marked feeding 
problem. Spoon, and occasionally tube feeding is necessary. 
Such precautions seem unnecess~ry yet Dlethelm (47) points 
out that due to faulty feeding and vitamin deficiency, de-
pressed patients have died from a central neuritis. The 
offering of palatable food at frequent intervala and a little 
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activity will be more belpful than medication to stimulate 
the anpet1 te. It is essential th?t the pa tlent's resistance 
be increased as much as possible by keeping him or her in 
as fit condition physically as nossible. 
Constiration is a complaint that should never be ne-
glected. Cth~rwise, marked discomfort, and in undernourished, 
dehydrated patients, imp~ction may occur. The ~hysician 
should determine the type of consti~-tion before treating 
it. In the anxiety states and psychoneunt1c st9tes spastic 
constipation is likely to occur, which is best treated by 
low residue diets, and small dosages of castor oil. In 
most derressions one deals wi+h an atonic constination, where-
in it is essential that the Tiatient receive bulky foods, 
sufficient fluids and salt. Such treqtment will take care 
of most of the c3ses of consti'!"'ation, however in the stub-
born cases it may be necessary to resort~ enemgs, or the 
more powerful laxatives suet as cascara, senna, or the salines. 
, 
As a .reneral rule howeve:r, Diethc:lm c ')Ct Siders rec ta 1 administra-
tions should be avoided as much as rossible, their libers~l 
use cannot be rE;commended from a !1Bychobiolog1c roint of 
v1ew. 
Diethelm (47) recommends that use be made of the diurnal 
a.ffecti ve rhythm in psychotJ:·,erapy, encouragement being El'i ven 
durine the morning hours when the individual is the most de-
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pressed, urging him to look forward to the afternoon when 
he will be free from some of the feelings of depression, and 
then in the afternoon suggesting to him that he should learn 
to exrect tbe more marked denression the following mornine:. 
In periods of more marked depressi0n, occupation is advised 
which requires little s·pontaneity, whereas strenuous activ-
ity, ~hysically and mentally, and social co~tacts are post-
poned to the time when the ~atient feels less de~ressed. 
An active routine from 7:30 A.~. to 9 to 10 P.M. in the 
average depression seems to prove the r~os t helpful. Devel-
o~ment of individual interests in some form of occupational 
therapy is to be nrovided during the neriods of lessening 
of the depression. Routine should not become monotonous 
and interests should be changed after about an hours ryre-
occupation with one particular interest. 
Visitors and mail should be evaluated individually, 
it always being best to have as few visitors as possible. 
In deep depressions all business transacticns of the ratient 
must be carried out by some outsider. Excessive smoking 
1s tc be discouraged, and alcohol shm1ld be omitted entire-
ly. Sexualootivities should be strictly -:'rohibited. 
Muncie (130) points out that friendly encouragement 
s.nd the assurance of ultimate imrrovement and recovery, 
when this is justified by tte known facts, are not to be 
denied the patient, even if he asks for it many times 
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daily. 
'Practically all depressed patients sleep poorly, awaken-
ing early in the morninp with depressive preoccupations 
crowding in on them. The alee~ can be im~roved considerably 
when the day can be filled with vigorous activity, however 
this is not always possible, and resort must at times be 
had to certain sedative drugs. The barbiturate group seem 
to afford the best results, and barbltal is chosen by Muncie 
(130) for this use for its slower action and longer effects. 
The drug is generally given before bedtime, however in the 
anxiety states sm.qller doses throughout the day may help to 
allay the nervousness of the ~atlent. After return of a 
stable sleep habit there should be a reduction of the drug 
in such a way that the patient does not know of it. Seda-
tion ro~ tension and agitation may also be secured from 
the use of the cont1.nuous tub bath or cold wet pack1. 
Muncie (130) considers that when important precipita-
ting factors in the actual life situation rersist and con-
tinuously confront the ~atient, it may be necessary to deal 
with them as effectively as the circumstances ~ermit. The 
same holds true if the precipitating factors are worries or 
broodings over memories or ~erietent preoccupations. F.::very 
effort must be m0 de to clear the atmosphere by ventilaticn 
of the material and its reformulation in a more useful form. 
Such for example is the reformulation of worry over sex mis-
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sdventures whic. h wi 11 credit extenuating :fllctors, yet which 
does not simply whitewash the affair. 
Treatment is not only sur~ortive, but also active in 
readjusting the situation and modifying the personality. 
Depressive rut formations occur when unmodifiable factors 
of a significant sort for the rrecip1tat1on of the illness 
persist to the continuous discomfiture of the patient. 
The inducement to get well 1e therefore lacking. 
In the convalescent rhase, a recao1tulation of the 
illness is a+tempted. This will nrobably throw new light 
on certain factors previously ignored or minimized. A 
personality study stressing the need and opportunity for a 
mental hygiene of the affective life is made. This common-
ly roints to a need for oprortunities for confiding diffi-
culties before the affect reRches exrlosive proportions. 
The general treatment of the depressive stqtes thus 
aims at the hindrance of suicide, prevention of irritation, 
provision of adequate nutrition, sleep and rest, and in 
due course, occupation and interests, with attempts at 
alleviation of the psychic trauma incident to the depression. 
These aims have in recent years been the objects of judicious 
treatment, the physician being conscious of the fact that 
of the factors potent to heal, time was the most important. 
However in more recent years this has been challenged by 
the advocates of paycho-anlyeis and more.aggressive modes 
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or treatment which are now to be considered. 
HEMATA~OR~RYRIN THFRAPY: 
Hausmann, 1916 demonstrated the photodynamic action of 
a decom~osition product of hemoglobin, hematopornhyrin, 
and the same aut!-:or and Huhnerfeld re-porting, separately 
but at the same time fifteen years later reported th~t inject-
ions of the substance into animals ;;Jade them aggres,-ive, 
overactive, and quarnieome, esoecially after exposure to 
light. Huhnerfeld in 1930 used the drug trerapeut1cally 
in thirteen cases of depression, with beneficial results 
being noted in eleven of the treated cases. (87 ) 
Notkin, Huddart, and Dennis (134) used the treatment 
but without as encouraging results as Huhnerfeld in 1935, 
using dementia nraecox patients and pa tienta classified as 
involutional melancholias, only one of the latter out of a 
aeries of ten showinp considerable improvement. Angus (5) 
states in his article of 1936 that he accepts tbe drug 
for use in mild depressicns as beinp- of some value, however 
he wished to determine its value in those cases which had long 
been resistant to therapy. He chose forty one such cases 
showing depressive symptoms including in the group manic 
depressives, involutional melancholics, and schizophrenics, 
along with a few psychoneurotics and three miscellaneous 
with organic disease. Six of the manic depressives, one 
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schizophrenic and one rsychoneurotic recovered. Ten others 
improved considerably, and five showed slight imnrovement, 
the re ma lning eighteen were unaff bCted. He co:ic ludes that 
he ha.s no explanatinn of the action of hematororri:·;yrin, that 
there are no toxic effects if the drug is used oronerly, 
that if imprcvement oc~urs, it occurs early in the cour~e of 
treatment, that improvement sesms lasting, and that hemato-
porrhyrin has a definite VBlue in the treatment of tr-e symn-
tcmatic depressions. 
Steinberg ( 159) used hemata!"orphyrin in the 1reatment 
of f8urteen cases of de~ression, in which he included only 
those patients diagnosed as manic denressives or involutional 
melanchclias. In his results one ratient recnver·ed for six 
we~ks, one re~overed at a low level for a longer ~eriod of 
tirne while the remaining twelve showed no demonstrable change. 
He concludes that the use cf hemataporphyrin is overevaluated 
and the results obtained do not worrant its continued use. 
Eubnerfeld (87) in a review of the literature on 
the subject still advocates the use '.)f hemat-·norrhyrin in 
the manic depressive endogenous depressions. He says that 
in Steinberg's failure, underdosage was to blame, and tht 
depressions with inhibitons respond best to treatment, those 
showing anxiety complexes and hallucinatory tren1s resr"ond-
ing the most poorly. He states that hematapor~hyrin is 
photodynamic, stimul·,tively tonicizing (weight gain and 
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increased haemopoetic activity) and vegetatively regulatory 
(lowers blood calcium, blood sugar, and increases ';'<,tassium 
level in the blood), and suggest that failure to respond to 
treatm6nt may be due to patholo~ical physiologic processes 
intimately related to the porphyrins. Liver disease and acute 
febrile conditions are the only ccntraindicetions to hemata-
porphyrin therapy. 
Angus ( 6) states th:3t Huhnerfelc!s belief that improve-
ment was due to lowering of the blood calcium did not hold 
in his own investigat10ns since he found this to be only 
transient and to occur in the unim~roved as well as in the 
imrroved cases. 
The tt.eory of t~e drug's i:iction as held by European 
authors is that hemataporphyrin sens~tizes the tissues to 
lie:rht, this sensitivity aecor.darily conveying a stimulus to 
the vegetative nervous system through the aympatr,etic cen-
ters, thus resulting in an elevation of spirits and release 
from inribitory tensions, thus overcoming the diminished 
neuromuscul·_;r irritability. 
Another author suggests that hemataporphyrin absorbs 
light energy and is oxidised, breaking down and passing over 
part of the energy to nrotein for use by the body. 
Hutachenreuter (quoted in 5) in his investl;Yations states 
that he finds almost the SRme amount in the feces as that 
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given by mouth and therefore 2u,.,.~ree-i-s a cataly-i-ic or enzym-
a":.ic action. 
From what has been said it is evide~t that v~ry little 
is known about ",he ,_,;1nuer in wh:i ch he.natap'Jrphyrin aids in 
the treatment of the mild depressions, if it is of ::iny 
value. That it has its toxic effects in l<J.rge doses is well 
recofnized and acute hemataporphyria resultinrr in acute 
ascending raralysis and vtsual ane auditory ballucinosis 
has been mentioned in the litera.+.ure. Thorner (173) in 
1937 reported a case of ryeriryher,,·l multiple neuritis pre-
s ur.ia bly due to administr8 t irm of hema toryor,..ihyrin hydrochloride 
for the treatment of usychotic denression. The neuritis 
anr.eared with the adm~ nist,r.-=ition cf the drug and iisary")eared 
with its withdrawgl. There have been other a~ticles in 
the 11 terature re.?arding bematonorphyrinuria and neuror-sy-
chiatric disturbances. Thorner states that occurence of 
thesE: phenomena along with dysfunction of the nervous 
system (Landry's sy drome) was noted by 1!3rbsloh, and 
since by Courville, Therrmi~te, Abderholden, Beilin, et al., 
all cases terminating fatally. He also states tbat psychotic 
disturbances have been described by Eiehler, Thiele and 
Courville, and Sacks bas reported a case of muscle atro'l'.'hy 
in conjuncti n with he;na"anorphyrinurla. The r.athology of 
the:e cases h~ve largely been degenerative lesions of the 
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cortex cerebrl, and substantia grisea of the spin-=il cord. 
Some dee-enerative lesi:ms of t'.'";e nerinheral nerves have 
-been foun d. 
B'7NZ".:DRINF SUL!>HP,TE THEPA'.""Y: 
Benzedrine, a syrnnathomimetic com-ound related to 
ephedrine and epine~hrine, chemically beta-rtenyl-1so-pronyl-
amine, a.nd marketed as the sulphate has the known pharmoco-
logical ac~ions of a ""Jressor" effect, a profound stimulat-
ing effect on the higher centers of the centml nervous sys-
tern, causes a rise in blood ~res2ure, slipht constriction of 
the ~erinberal vessels, increases the ~ulse rate, and relaxes 
the s~asm of the gastrc intestin~l tract. It was first used 
for relief of nasal con~estion, where its ac+i~ns as a central 
nervous system stimulant was observed, and it has been used 
by Myerson to relieve gastro-intestinal snasm during radiolog-
ical examinations, and by numerous authors in the treatment 
of na.rcoler-sy. 
Guttman (73) in 1936 used benzedrine in the tre,,.t:nent 
of the mild depressians and studied the blood pressure 
changes. He reports an increased ~sychomotor activity and 
11ftine- of depression in the mild C?ses and finds no cor-
rtlation between blood ~ressure changes and changes in 
the mood. He feels that the full va. lue of benzedr:lne sul-
phate in de~ressions lies in showing the natient he can 
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feel better, rermitting ~sycho-theraneut1c efforts and 
possibly breaking up of a viscious circle. 
Wilbur, Maclean and Allen (191) used the drug in a 
hundred c~ses of disorder of the m'od (depressi0n), chronic 
exhaus~ion, and psychoneuroses, using doses of ten to twenty 
n.ill1grams before breakfast and repeated at noon if neces-
sary. Eighty percent of his ca2es showed immediate effects 
of the drug to be beneficial~ however in those patients 
with anxixous, nervcus, psyctoneurotic symptoms, the drug 
had less beneficial effects. They conclude that it is not 
wise to recommend continuous use cf benzedr1ne unless the 
patient ls less than sixty years of age and ""'resents no evi-
dence r:-·f card lo-vascular disease and oon be closely observed 
during the course of tre8tment. 
In a later report (192) the same auttors re-port 
on ten patients in the depressed uhase of manic depres2ive 
psychoses. Seven r:f these experienced marked relief and 
tl-1.ree noted exacerbation of the sym~i:oms. Those nat1ents 
who experienced relief had not been severely depressed. 
Davidoff and Reifenstein, (44) in a comparison of 
rea:--onses of normal persons and depres~:ed patients to the 
drug conclude that the stimulatiniz eff12cts of the drug are 
more marked in normal persons than depressed or self absorbed 
~ tients. The increa e in motor activity, sneech activity 
and general efficiency is more marked than the elevation of 
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the mood. The value of the drug seems to be more marked in 
the organic depressions, particularly alcoholic, than the 
psychogenic, this fact being of some aid in differentiating 
betwe~n alcoholic depressions and alcoh~lic de~ression super-
imposed upon psyctogenic depressions, since improvement will 
be noted in the former cases. They do feel that benzedrine 
may render self absorbed ".'ersons CTare accessible to investi-
gation and psychotherany, however , beneficial effects may 
be counterbalanced by untoward re«cticns occurring in the 
course of administration of 'he drug. They note a weight 
reducing side effect of the drug, and feel that ?.ny benefit 
to be noted by the us:e of the dru.17. will be seen after a 
short ccurse of therary, and that there is nothin~ to be 
gained by prolonged administration of the drug~ Benzedrine 
sulphate may accelerate the rate of imrrovement in those 
cases in which ultimate recovery is likely to be the inevitable 
result, is their final conclusion. 
Dubb and Lurie, (51) used benzedrine sulrhate in 
the same dosages as Wilbur, YacLean and Allen in forty eight 
cases of depressed female p~tients. 25% were permanently 
improved, 50% were t-::mT)orarily relped and 25;{, showed no 
im~rovemE:.nt. They concluded th2t the drug is of some 
benefit to the majority of de~ressives because of the effect 
on the mood and the incre~sed psychomotcr activity. ~atients 
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are rendered more accessible and are more cco9erative, enabl-
1nF physicians to direct their activities along ~roper lines. 
Beat results were seen in the cerebro-sclerot1c ty~e of ~at­
ient and the rarancid group, dementia praecox responding 
poorly if at all. A tolerance to the pressor action of the 
drug seems to be frequently develr·ped, however the drug 
itself is not habit forming. Aut~ors also report that the 
continued administration of the drug ~ay bring about some 
change in weight. 
Fenkleman and Haffr~n, (52) have most recently re~orted 
on the use of benzedrine in severe denressions. Fifteen 
patients were tre9ted in their series, in wh1ch onlv one 
stowed any ~mprovement, whereas three became excited. They 
concluded that benzedrine sulph8te may be useful in the 
mild depressions but that it is of no value in the severe 
derressions. In fact, it may be harmful in severe depressions 
with agit!Jtion, the drug seeming to increase the agitation 
and ment9l unrest. 
ESTROGFNIC THERArY: 
It is not surprising with the introduction of the 
present day concept of endocrine relationships by Sevring-
hause, thr:it the cessation of function of the OV''ry at the 
time of the climateric, was seized upon by a number of in-
vestigators as the ~ossible etiologic factor in the nroduc-
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tion or that nsychosis, spoken of as involutional melancholia. 
Werner, (188) in 1934 firat reports in a preliminary 
paper the experiment~l use of Theelin in the treatment of 
-twenty on.e cases of 1nvolutional melancholia. Twenty 
others were used as c~ntrola, and althcugh the dosage of 
Theelin administered was considerably lower t~an that used 
by later workers he renorts that imnrovement in the twenty 
one treated cases was accelerated. With a favorable resnonse, 
1mt'rovemcnt was gradual and continuous he observed, and he 
suggests that larger doses might be of some additional benefit. 
After the patient becsme rational it was found that they 
did better under home surrrund1nps with treatment being 
continued for two months after anperent recovery. 
A year later, (190) he describes a syndrome accompany-
ing deficiency or abecence of ovarian follicular hormone. 
In his series of 197 patients with ovarian deficiency in 
the menonause, were 48 involutional melancholic rat1ents. 
He sugfeSt that ovarian hypo-function may be due to cystic 
degeneration, inflammatory processes, second3 ry to consti-
tutional disease, primery, as in cases of vitamin deficiency, 
and enuchoidism, or secondary as in deficiency of anterior 
r,ituitary secretion or ovarian castr8tion. The syndrom con-
sists of objective and subjective complaints, the former 
being the rresence of menstrual disorders, obes~ty of the 
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gonadal type, atronhy of genitals and breasts, whereas 
the former may be nervous, cjrculatory and general. The 
author concludes that these symrtoms are set un by ovarian 
deficiency leading to secondary nituitary, thyroid and 
suprarenal upset, since they occur in c~strates and biolog-
ical tests show excessive amounts of anterior rituitary 
hormone in the blood. In one case there are no ovaries to 
resl'."lcnd to stimulation, and in the other cases, the ovaries 
are present but do not respond. Involutional melancholia 
is an exaggeration of the menopausal syndrome and the ~atiente 
receive the same help from the endocrines as do those in 
which the symptomatology is not so fBr advanced, he concludes. 
Werner, (189) in a third 9rticle states thRt symptoms 
of depression, crying, decreased me~ory and ability for 
mental concentration, accom~anied by mild degrees of rsychoses 
occur frequently at the menopause. If this becomes exaggerat-
ed one has inv0lut 1onal melancholia. At the climat l~1·ic 
tl 1er"' is cessation of the Hction of +,he gonads, resultinf in 
an imbalance in the anterior rituitary, the thyroid and 
adrenal (both the medulla and the cortex) leading to a 
disturbance of e'::uilibrum bet·N:cEm the two di visions of 
the autonomic nervous system. In a course of substitution 
therapy the autror uses one cubic centimeter (50 rat units) 
a day for six months or one cu~ic centimeter (300 rat units, 
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ln oil) bl-weekly for the same period. In those patients 
with previous mental disturbance and involutional melancholia 
added to it, prognosis is very poor for this type of tre8tment. 
However he reports marked im~rovement in 65.66% of his cases 
and moderate imnrovement in 25%. The auttor thus concludes 
that theelin is curative in uncomplicated cases of involu-
tional melancholia (no nrev1ous mental disease during life) 
accelerating recovery and shortening the neriod of mental 
illness, the nrognosi s being favorably influenced by early 
diagnosis and treatment, an1 unfavorably influenced by his-
tory nf rrevious mental dise~se. 
Mazer and Israel (210) and Tarumianz (214) have also 
reported favorably as to the vnlue of theelin in dealing 
with menopausal rsychotic symptoms. Ault, et al. (189) 
states that "for all rractical purnoses theelin seems to 
be a specific in involuti~nal melsncholia, the rdcovery 
rate being 92% in our series of cases". 
Jones, MacGregor, and Tod (92) re~ort on the use of 
estradiol benzoate in cases showing definite depression 
wi~hout ret9rdation, agitati0n, partial or comrlete loss 
of interest in surround1ngs, insomnia with suicidal inten-
tions. They found excessive amounts of gonadotroryic hormone 
_,. 
in the ur_ine, w1·:1ch was reduced with the use of estradiol 
benzoate. They conclude th~+ their resul 6 B agree with 
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Werner, et al., ana Bowman and Benaer, ~oth of whcm reg~rd 
oestrin as having definite effect in acceler~+ing recovery 
in uncom,licated cases involuti~nal ffielanchrlia. 
Carlson (32) in attemrtinp to find some dif ~erdnce 
between normal wo~en in the meno~ause, and those developinp 
involut.ional melr:mcholia, as far as ovarian activity can 
be determined, tested the urine for gonadotronic horm~ne, 
and fcund their results in those natients with involutJonal 
melancbclia to com~~re favorgbly with th0se of normal women 
in the menonausal T"Briod. From this he concludeCl that the 
endocrine changes nresent in in vol ut, ion al melA.ncholia '1re 
not the only factors concerned in nroduction 0f the rsychosis. 
Dynes (53) states th8+ all clear cases a·· lnvoluti6.)lal 
melancholia sh~.1ld at least be ~iven a try at estro~enic 
therapy. Hays {80) states that he has found estrogenic 
borrnone therapy to be of little value in 1nvolut1onal :nelan-
cholia, other than to nmeliorate the symptoms of the r::1eno-
pause, whereas Young (197) suggests the usi::: of iOllicular 
hor~one in nervousness due to vegetative changes associRted 
with the meno~ause. 
Robinson (150) warns against the indiscr1min8te use 
of estrogenic therapy of depressions occurring during the 
period of the climateric, esrecially by the general rracti-
tioner, and em,,hasizes the fact that the r0le of the endo-
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cr1nes 1n etiology of the involutional ~sychoses is merely 
one of many factors contribut j 'lg to ther-recipi ta ti cm of a 
psychosis at this pez,':iod. 
PREFRONTAL LOBOTOMY: 
It has been reco~nized for ~any years that euphoria 
and indifference are the on~y rrominent symrto~s in cases 
of severe front.-il lobe injury. Breckner and Ackerly found 
that a cons1derable norti0n of the ~refrnntal areas can be 
removed in man without lowering general 1~tel1 1 ~ence, al-
though certain ch~r~~teristic Alterations in behavior occur. 
Fulton and J~cobsen in their experiments u~on the pr1IllRtea, 
found that followinp bilater--1 prefrontal lobectomy, the 
apes did not fly into a rage from the d1f Piculty of a test 
rroblem which befor-e the operr' t. i"n would always result in 
such affective symptoms. In 1936, Egas Moniz (212) first 
attacked the frontal lobes of man for the treatment of mental 
disease, believing some of the symptoms might be due to 
formation of synapses in cortical as2oci~tirm centers that 
would become a f1xed nattern and thel!'fore tend to ner~etuate 
themselves to the detriment of the ners0nality as a whole. 
By bre~king these he felt there was the noss1bil1ty for 
reorgan1zat1~n along different lines. He first used alco-
hol injections to bring about this disorganization of corti-
cal as2001ation f1bers and then at a later date began using 
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the leucotone knife, a small instrument for re~ovinE sc~ll 
areas of brain tissue, through smnll craniot0my o~enine:s • 
He reported best results in agit~ted derressions, severe 
anxiety stati:;:s, and ~telancholia. (Breckner & Ackerly, and 
Fulton & Jacobsen quoted by Freeman & ·Natts) (56). 
Freeman and 'Vatts (66) were the first '-o use this 
method in the United st~tes and ren0rtej it 0 use in one 
CRae, an agit~ted derressinn in a woman 63 years of Age 
with immediete recovery. There first re~0rt was in 1936 
ana since that time they have re~orted 25 cases, their best 
results be:lng obta:ined in the affuc' i~re disorders. Lawerence 
(108) in 1938 reports im~rcvement in a case o~ agitated 
i;:-1volutional psychosis, and supg1::sts that the disap"ear-
arice of agitation and derressi'.Jn .nay mean a loss of the abil-
ity to worry or feel depress1on. 
Lyerly (115) later in 1938 seems to tave made the 
most im~ortant contribution along tr.is line un to date. 
Pr6Viously as the author emphasizes, the orerations have 
been largely blindly CBrried out, much on the same order 
as pokinp a stick in a ~ot of be9ns, stirring them about 
and then attempting to puess juet wtich be~ns have been 
touched by the stick. The autt0r feels that the nu~ber 
of p~tients wto hqve not been aided ~y such 8 blind onera-
tion may be said to be unaided due to incomplete interu~tlon 
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of all the prefrontal associati~n fibers. The author has 
therefore perfected a new technique whereby visualization 
of the field in wr,ich he is o~era'"1ne- is completely visible, 
and he is able by merely cuttin.e: with a sh9r"." i·nife, to 
feel that he has interunted all of the prefrontal lobe as-
sociation fibers. H9re~orts upon fourteen cases of involu-
ticnal melan2hol1a, thus tre-:ited, in which there l'as been 
1m~rovement and recovery from the de~ression in all cases. 
He feels th9t with such results fu~ther investipation must 
be CArried out in such a direction, since the ~resent day 
poor pro~noais for such patients warrants the use of such 
drastic and somewhat dangerous procedures in attempts at 
their cure. 
OTHER S~PCIALIZED ~ROCP"DURFS: 
Psychoanalysis, a highly specialized form of psycho-
therapy is in wide use tody in the treatmer.t of all forms 
of mental disease. Theoret1cally it should, in skilled 
hands, correct and relieve every patient. ~r~ct·cally, 
there is so much of an interplay of personalities, that is, 
thera!"'ist and patient, th ·t f::>ilure is C".Jm.mon due "'.o diffi-
culty establishing nerfect c0ntact. It is exnensive and 
the ""rocedure lasts many months, its use thus being 11n1ted. 
The ~dvanced or severe psychosis cannot be a~nroached by 
this method, and without cooperB+ion ofthe ratlent little 
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good can be be done. Leas formal ty~es of psychotherapy 
in conjunction with snecial procedures such as metrazol 
convulsive therapy, seem to be equally effective. 
'.Prolonged narcosis, ''l'hich consists of maintaining 
the natient in a stRte of narcosis ttrough the use of somn1-
f8ine, and various coLJb1ngt1ons of barbitur,,tea, for s neriod 
of a few days to sever~l weeks, according to Henelly (82) 
w,:;i s originated by 1volff in 1 C!0l, and ha a been written about 
by Kl8B1, Bleckwenn, 1i\71tt and Cheavens, and others since then. 
The procedure W9S thought to be of special value in the 
:naniacal, disturbed ratient, but seems to have some value 
in certain types of depreesed or melancholic patients. 
The treatment ie thought to be beneficial by insuring pro-
longed reet--effccting a lessening of the emot1~nal tension, 
and inhibition--with correctinn offaulty modes of thought 
and action. The treat~ent is time consuming, requiring 
constgnt watchfulness since it is not without its dangers, 
several deaths taving occurred during its use. It is 
not in general us3ge today, having been discontinued by most 
hospitals in wbich it was once em~l0yed. 
METRAZOL SHOCK ~HF.PA~: 
Ladislaue v. Meduna ( 21~ in 1935, uuon a basis of 
the observdj_ons of ?-!yiro and Jablonszky, G. Muller, A. Glaus, 
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and others who had studied the concomitance of epilepsy in 
a few cases of schizorhr6n1a, and who had concluded that 
epilepsy milit~ted against the development o~ the sch1zo~hren-
1c, there was formulated the hynothesis th8t "between epi-
lersy and sc~izo,hrenia the~e is 9 biolorical antagonism. 
Should it be nossible to induce eryileptic att9cks in 
scb izorhr·enic pA t ient s, such enile-pt 1c at tacks would change 
the chemical, humeral, haematological an~ other aspec+s of 
the organism in such a manner that thereby--since the orga.n-
ima so changed would represent an unfevorable basis for the 
development of schizo~hrenia--a biological possibility is 
given for a remission of the disease." Aa a result after 
extensive investigati~ns as to a pr--:ner c>nvulssnt, Meduna 
selected as a convulsant pentamethylenetetrazol, a camphor 
derivative marketed under the trade name of "metrazol". 
His results report a high ~ercentage of remissions when 
used in the treatment of schizophrenia. 
His findings were corroborated by a nu1:1ber of Euro-pean 
workers, including Wahlmann {215) who included in his series 
of cases one manic de!-"ressive i:isychosis, wblch resnonded 
remarvably to treatment of tris n~ture. He discounted this 
rem-:irlrable resronse in view l")f the f13ct that changes frequent-
ly occur e~ontaneously in this ty~e of ~sychosis and w~rned 
that no definite conclusions could be drawn from this one 
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case. 
Since the original work of Meduna interest has been 
aroused in America, Friedmgn in 1937 being the first to 
report its use in cases of schizonhrenia in America. Since 
his report, innumerable rerorts have a~neared in the litera-
ture ae to its value in that ty~e 0f mental disease. 
It was Low (114) however who in 1938 seemingly follow-
ed un the work of Wahlman and used metrazol shock tht~ra'T_)y 
1n the treatment or manic depressive insanity, his rerort 
including sixteen patients with ~anic depressive psychoses, 
f 1ve of whom were 1n the manic state, nine of whom were 
depressed, and two of whom were considered as of the involu-
tlonal type. Hie conclusic.ns suegeet a hi8'h recovery rate 
and he supgests that ~uch tre· tment is of value in cases 
of manic depressive ~ ychoses and functional disease. 
Bennett, {13) in the same year rerorted on the use 
of metrazol shock therapy in ten severe depressive ~syctoses, 
and found that the len~th of the depressive psychosis was 
markedly shortened, sug@'eet1ng that the age cf the '!')atient 
w~s no contr~indic~tion to thera~y. Young (195) a month 
later also re~orts r~vrrably on the use of metrazol in the 
depressive psychoses, no1nting out that th'."lse of tre affective 
type responded most f8Vorably to treatment. In hie series 
or nineteen cases, ten recovered, eight were markedly improv-
ed, and the one that did not respnnd had a history of re-
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cur1·ent de!"ressions with no marked sffecti ve disturbance 
evident. Schachter ( 13 ) noted improvement in two CA Bes 
of hysteria, four anxiety states, and three depressed patients, 
using sub-c 1;taneous metrazol. 'nth the r'sychoneurotics they 
suggest that a better rarn~rt for ~sychothera~y is estab-
lished, and they feel trat the shock theraryy !'reduced a 
cesaa+.ion of the anxiety states. Montassut and Lemaire ( 13) 
treated the depressed stetes with ~olycamrhosul!"honates in 
non-shock doses, finding that the milder depressi~ns disao-
peared, but the severe ones were not aided. 
Steinberg and Nurenberg ( 168) feel tha.t metrazol ie 
of value in the treatment of the manic denressive psychoses 
of the depressed and mixed ty~es, as well as in the 1nvolu-
tional psychoses. The Youngs, (195) in 1939 report upon 
the use cf metrazol in twenty one cases of denressive ~sychos­
is, tl·e Rge variation being from 21-65, all bu., one ot the 
twenty one c~ses shewing recovery. From their observations 
the strictly deDressive nsychosis and the tension depres-
sion as described by Muncie (129) resnond most satisfac+orjly. 
Depression with anxiety resnonde less favorably, whereas 
the presence of schizonhren1c or c~tathym1c material effect 
the response unfavorably. 
Dawson (46) gives no definite results, however he feels 
that this form of treatment is of more value in treatment 
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of melancholia, than in schizophrenia. Co~ tlngton and 
Gavig· n (40) in a report of twenty female patients of 
the involutional and manic depre~sive reactions, find 
seventeen to give a com~lete remission, whereas the three 
who did not respond were all nast fifty years of ~Fe. They 
sug~est trat the return of normal mntor activity is the 
first indication of improvement, followed by lifting of 
the mood, the delusions being the last symrt.oms to disap-
pear. 
Grotjohn, (70) reports on a case of severe denression 
in w~ich agitation is prominent, in a wrman, age 54, with 
a history of h8reditary tainting, and two previous aepres-
eions, in which the use of metrazol shock therapy, followed 
by psychotherapy after communication was established, ended 
in comnlete recovery of the ratient. Hays (80) reports the 
recovery or two ccses of emoti0nal depression with agitation 
and self accusation, which he classified as involut1onal 
melancholics. Lem._re (107) feels that "the immediate recov-
ery or mgrked im~rovement which results makes the risk in-
volved worth taking when the long duration of the illness 
and the intense suffering of thes:e r9tients and their 
families which they usually have to endure is considered". 
There have been eever9l theories as to the mechanism 
by which metrazol convulsive therapy imrroves mental patients. 
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Meduna's theories have been stated. Friedman (209) suggests 
that the stimulation or 1rr1tati0n of the whole central 
nervous system results in a breaking down of the "b'"'·rr1ers" 
to certain thrught rr:.ocesses, thus allowing them to be 
carried out pror-erly. Gel1horn (208) believes its benefits 
lie in the fact that it is a rowerful symnatretic stimulant. 
Jqckeon (209) has expressed the belief that the sudden 
powerful rise of the systemic blood ~ressure cqused by 
the acute convulsion forces open brain cap1llarieP or 
larger cerebral vessels, increasing the flow of blood 
throughout the brain, sup~lying surficient oxygen to the 
cerebral cells to enable them to carry out more or less 
perfectly their normal f'unction which h9d been depressed by 
some obstruction to the blood suprly of the brain cells. 
He auggest:s th .. 3t failure in treatment in cases of prolonged 
psychoses may be due to too great an organic deterioration 
of the brain cells before institution of treatment so th.?t 
comDlete restoration cennot be obtained. 
Dancey and Lehmann(2os) feel that ~ossibly metrazol 
has a direct nhysiochemical effect on the colloidal structure 
of the changed cells in the brRin, helninp to restore the 
conditir:n of the e cells to a aiOre or less normal state. 
Lemere (107) believes that the benefit from metrazol 1n 
manic depressive psychoses, is due to a detonation or an 
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overly active diencephalon. By studies on cr,ts, Gellhorn 
and Darrow (205) conclude th9t metrazol increases the 
excita~ility of both the somatic and autonomic nervous 
system, and Bennett, 1n 1938 sugpests that the nS''C~O­
physiologic re~ction may be 9. rrofound circulatory shake up 
resulting in altereA cerebr8l function, a direct action 
on the autonomic centers, an induction physiol~rically of 
something similrr to the rrefrontal lobotomy of Moniz, or 
there may be a psycholo~1cal effect in the way of rrov1ding 
for the natient a meAnS of rroving to his conscience his 
ability to take punishment, with a subsequent resolution 
of guilt and liftin~ of depreeRion.(13) 
Ebaugh and Shanahan (54) in 1939 in a comprehensive 
review of the status of chemotherapy in the depressive 
psychoses, state th't there is no sqtisfactory explanation 
of the action of cetrazol 1n brinp1ng about im~rovement 
1n these conditions, however they do feel th't it is not 
the metrazd. itself, but the convulsive shock produced by 
it that is instrumental in bringing about improvement in 
these depressive disorders. The fact th~t triazol has 
been used by Walk, Alex::,nder, and ~~ayc;r Gross; p1crotox1n 
by Low, Blauroch, Sacks, wade, and Rose; and cor1amyrtin 
by Swanson, Ebaugh and Shanahan, w:lth simi1.ar'ly f'avorab1.e 
results w~uld seem to bear th1s out. In fact the authors 
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suggest that triszol (4-cycloresyl 3-ethyl 1-2-4 triazol) 
does not have some of metrazol's disadvantages. {54) At 
the nreeent time they are attemnting to bring about a 
cerebral anoxemie in mental n~tients suffering from de~res­
sive psychoses, uron the hypothesis that this is the "modus 
onerendi" of metrazol convulsive therapy, and they suggest 
that although their experiments are still in the experiment-
al stage, there are enough favorable responses by such 
therapy to warrant further investigations along this line. 
Backfield and Halvorsen (74) suggest as an ex~lanation 
of the action of metrazol convulsions ~n bringing about im-
provement in these conditions, a dual rhysiologic resronse, 
the convulsion representing a process of decerebration and 
abreaction on the motor level (expression of imp11lsee thru 
non integrated muscular reactions). This abreaction in the 
sense of living out representa a releAse of rent up tension 
on a physiologic level without 1nvo1ring the procesa6f verbal-
1zat1on ( othr, rw1se utilized in risychotherB'.'Y). Upon awaken-
ing the patient has complete amnesia for these ~rimitive 
reactions, thus avoid~ nF.- further development of guilty feel-
ings and there occurs a gradual liberation or a!'.<gressions 
into constructive channels. Depending on the degree of 
motor 1~tegrat1on the organism h?d obtained in terms of 
previous adjustments prior to the suprre s1on of such out-
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lets thru objec+ive precipitating factors, to that degree 
the remission is mere satisfactory. This thev feel explains 
why the best results with cnnvulsive shock therapy have been 
obtained in the involutional depressive nsychoses. In such 
cases in their series, they report a 100% remission rate 
in private cases wherein it was noesible to utilize ~sycho-
therapy in conJunction with the convulsive thera"t"y, and 
a 75% remission rate in state hospital patients, where accomp-
anying psychotherapy was not utilized to such an extensive 
degree. 
The value of metrazol convulsive therapy in the tre8t-
ment of the depressive usyct·oses has been generally accented 
-in articl_es appearing in the literature within the past 
few months; Appel and Flaherty (7), Robinson {150, Wilson 
(194), Backfield and Halvorsen (74) and others have all 
considered metrazol convulsive therapy to :·ave a def1n1 te 
place in the tr0atment of the depressive psychoses. 
The treatment as used by Meduna, is generally given 
in the ,r;orning when the nat1ents stomach is empty. The 
dose is the smallest amount of a 10~ solution of the drug 
which when injected intravenously as rapidly as poe2ible 
will produce a typical convulsive seizure. The first dose 
is gener?clly two to five cubic centimeters of the ED lution. 
When the convulsive dose for the individual patient is 
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determined, it can be used for subsequent treatments until 
no further reaction is nroduced. In such cases the treatment 
can be repe8ted within a few minutes according to Low (114) 
increasing the dosaee by one cubic cent1met·~r. Treatments 
are generslly given every otrer day (three times a week1 un-
til the ~~t1ent shows a remission or maximum 1mnrovement is 
obtained. 
The typical episode of the convulsive attack ls cnar-
acteris tic, within two to five seconds after the intravenous 
administration of metrazol the aura begins, initiated by a 
cough or inspiratory cry, 11neasy rollinp: of the head, blink-
ing., etc. Thta is followed in a few seconds by intense flush-
ing of the fa8e and neck. A few seconde later, the stage 
of "flight" or the "precipitating" nhase, char'"'cterized by 
clonic convulsive movements of the face, shoulders and 
arms begins; tr1ia is followed in about fifteen Econds by a 
tonic phgae introduced by a "tonic yawn", which can be taken 
advantaoe of by the operator to insert a mouth gg_g to 
prevent injury to the lips or tongue. The he9d is retracted 
and the back arched. The wrists and leps are contracted 
in extension and the extremities may assume various ~ostures. 
The tonic phase lasts five t o thirty seconds and is followed 
by the clonic -ohase which begins in the fingers and then 
a~reada to involve the entire body. These movements are rap-
id at first and grqdually become less frequent, ceasing in 
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about twenty five seconds. Coincident with the tonic phase, 
apnoea begins and lasts from then until the end of the last 
clon1c phase--about forty tc fifty seconds in all, with a 
progressive increase in cyanosis. Within a few more seconds 
the patient resumes breat~ing and the cyanosis fades. The 
entire spasm is over inabout sixty to seventy seconds but 
brief after-twitches may occur wi t~;in ten to twenty seconds, 
sometimes w1 thin a min1 te or two 9fter cessation of the 
paroxysm. (Low) (114) After the convulsion, patients fre-
quently fall asleep for a few minutes, or in some cases when 
patients have been in an ex~ited state rrevious to treatment, 
for several hours. Some patients undergo a period of confUsion 
for a few hours after awakening, but usually patients re-
member only the injection and the feeling of anxiety, and 
have amnesia for the rest or the seizure. 
During the confused period Robinson suggests the use 
of suggestive thera~y, and in the interim between sh0cks 
general peychotherspy is vitally imnortant. (150) 
TherE are few contraindications to the therapy, however, 
great care must be used in the 'l"'resence of malnutrition, or-
is 
ganic heart disease, arter1oscle:ro~ acu+,e febrile condi-
tions, and som8t1c disease. 
On the surface the procedure seems so simple that 
it could easily be given in the home or even in the office. 
The general concensue or opinion among the men now using 
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such therapy is that this ia a d1.stinct mistake and that 
these tre8tments should never be given except in a ~sych1a­
tric hos~ital, a trained team of o~erators being necessary 
to nrevent minor com-olicat1ons sucfl as cuts and bruises, 
dill.ocations or the jaw, and injury to the tongue and lins, 
which are inexcusable, and to lessen the incidence of the 
more severe complications or which much has been written. 
Rohinson (150) et 0 tes that fractures and disloca-
tions do occur but that they arc relatively rare, and deaths 
as a result of such therapy have been repcrted, however they 
are extremely rare. Bennett (14) in 1940 st~tes that 
fractures of the spine and extremities have been re~orted 
by Palatin, and Freedman and Harris following c~nvulsive 
therapy, and numerous other authors have recorded the inci-
dence of such complications in their cases, some feeling 
that incidence or fractures wsa high enough to warrant cess-
ation or its used in the treatment of ment~l disease en-
tirely. 
In order to avoid the complication of fractures of 
the vertebral bodies and the extremities during the use 
of metrazol convulsive therapy, numerous modifications of 
its use as first advooated by Meduna have been made. The 
maintenance of an attitude of hyper-extension of the spine, 
and limitation to a certain degree of the convulsive ~iove­
ments, has seemed to 11-:;1 t the occurrence of .these com;:ili-
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cations somewhat. Backfield and Halvorsen (74) recommend 
the use of high doses of metrazol in ~lace of the customary 
dosage of just the amount needed to ~reduce the convulsion. 
They feel that by oo doing the subconvulsive rea~tions are 
eliminated, fractures which occur during the initial clonic 
phase are eliffiinated, and following the convulsion the use 
of three to four grains of sodium amytal intravenously, pro-
duces an immediate sleep resulting in complete amnesia or 
the reC:ction 8nd elimin8tion of the ~ost convulsive appre-
hensive phase, so commonly seen in the disturbed patient. 
Most recently, the report ~r Bennett (14) of the use 
of an aqueous or alcoholic extract of curare given parentally 
in ~hysiological dosage sufficient to produce a flaccid gen-
eralized motor paresis, seems the moat direct step yet 
proposed for the ~revention of com~licgt1ng fractures occur-
rinf during the course of metrazol convulsive therapy. He 
had previously ex~erimented with the use of s~inal anesthes-
a 
ia as/manner of preventing such comT'llicat ions, fi .ding how-
ever that the procedure was not warranted. With the use of 
curare to produce a flaccid generalized motor r'aresis init-
ially, the convulsive dosage of metrazol is given, and he 
feels that an Adequate protection from the traumatic compli-
cations of convulsive shock therapy 1s afforded the r:a. tient. 
So far he has found no dangers or drawbaeks from the use of 
curare in conjunction with metrazol convulsive thergpy. The 
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theraDeutic effects of convulsive sh0ck ther8'!JY are maintain-
ed, and its disadvanta~es are eliminated. He concludes how-
ever th~t further experiment~tion is necese3ry before this 
method of met razol convulsive therauy in conjunctirm with 
curare can be recol'.lli~ended for general uge. 
Robinson (150) emphasizes the fac:t that due to the 
necessity of s1'illed psyctothera"."'y, t!-is procedure of 
metr~ zol convulsive therapy should not be used L:dis crimi-
D8 te ly. He ccnsidere that ereat harm may be done by a chance 
remark at the wrong time. A poor outc 0 ce may result if pro-
per '.'Sychother,gpy is not a··plied at the right ti,;1es during 
the course of tre•tment. The ~hysicinn must be skilled and 
mucct understand the rrincinles 0f the basic sciences of 
psyc'.iatry, psychobiology and nsychopathology. "Without 
this he should no more attemnt this r.rocedure than he would 
attem:rt an a"'"Jendectomy without a basic knnwledge of anatomy 
and -pa .i- ho logy". 
SUMMARY: 
At the outset of this paner, it was the writer's 1nten-
tions to include as additional matter, a series of case 
histories of patients, of the tyre described herein, whom 
it was his privilege to see respond remarkably to metrazol 
convulsive therapy. At this ro1nt however it becomes evident 
that nothing could be added to the sum total of tLis pa!)er 
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by auch an inclusion exceDt longevity and bulkiness, of 
which it is evident there is already a great sufficiency. 
In the car~ of the depressed patient, besides the 
general attention to protection and metabolic care, there 
are offered a number of special forms of therapy. In se-
lecting one from the many different t/pes on the basis of 
its efficacy in treatment of depression, it is recognized 
tha.t here as in diagnosis and prognosis, the individual 
psyoho-biologic8l characteristics of any single case must 
be taken into consideration. 
At the present the most promising form of treatment 
for the depressions, seems to be metrazol cnnvulsive ther-
any in adjunct with reassurance, eug~est1on, and psycho-
therapy, its use being the most suitable and efficient 
for a wide variety of conditions. Its efficacy in the 
lone run cannot be judged at the rresent time, however, 
its effects in shortening a neriod of disability for the 
patient, re~ardleas of the length of the period of improve-
ment, re-oresents a real value to that patient. An entirely 
new outlook on psychiatric therapy has been developed by 
the rub lie and general hosp1 tA.ls, as the result of the intro-
duction of this form of therany, and it seems that the 
few risks present in its use, are of minor import~nce when 
one considers the beneficial results to the patient and 
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his family. There is the suggestion however in the trend 
of recent liter.<-1ture regarding metr~z0l convulsive therapy, 
that the riE·k of the treatment is to be greatly lessened 
by modifications in the present day routine of convulsive 
tbt:rapy. 
In those cases of der-ression resistant to metrazol 
convulsive therapy, it would annel!r justifiable to the writer 
to resort to the prefrontal loboto=y of Moniz, using the 
technique of Lyerly. The risk is greet, but regardless of 
this, it wouJd seem better to chance an attempt at a cure, 
than to have the rut formation, and harping hynochondriasis 
so characteristic of these p9tients. The rart benzedrine 
sulphate plays in the depressions remains uncertain, as is 
also true in the case of hemataT"ornhyrin, the estro.r.ren 
substitution thera~y, and the other suecial forms of therapy 
mentioned. Even the effects of convulsive therapy in the 
depressions may be found after :nore careful scrutiny to 
have less favorable and beneficial results than now attri-
buted to it. Until such a time as it shall prove unworthy 
of the faith and hopes placed in it by mod~rn day psychiatry, 
or until such a time as some new, unheard of mode of treat-
ment is brought out, it shall continue to be the treatment 
of choice in combination with ~sychotherapy, for the thym-
ergasic depressions. 
* * * 
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